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PREFACE

The Hmong Resettlement Study is a national project funded by the U.S.
Office of Refugee Resettlement. The study is the joint undertaking of
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (Portland, Oregon), the University
of Minnesota and Iso Family Community (Santa Ana, California). The major
purposes of the Study are to examine closely the resettlement of Hmong
refugees in the United States, focusing on the following issues:

What has been the resettlement experience of the Hmong?
o How are the Hmong fa-ing in terms of employment, dependence, and

adjustment?

o Are there areas of employment in which the Hmong have been particularly
successful?

o What do resettlement workers and t.a Hmong regard as the major
impediments to effective Hmong resettlement and self-sufficiency?

o What role does secondary migration play in the resettlement of the
Hmong? What are the reasons for secondary migration among this group?
What are the implications for resettlement strategies?

What resettlement efforts and economic strategies have provided effective
results for the Hmong?

o How are problems being handled? What kinds of solutions are being
tried, by different resettlement communities and by the Hmong
themselves?

o How many and what kinds of entrepreneurial economic development
projects involving the Hmong are currently in operation, e.g., farming
projects, Pa ndau cooperatives? How were they developed and how
successful are they?

o What kinds of Hrong employment strategies have been particularly
successful?

How might current strategies be changed to result in more effective
resettlement and long-term adjustment of the Hmong?

o How might resettlement be conducted differently for the Hmong? What

new projects and approaches are being considerec by those involved in

Hmong resettlement? How would the Hmong want resettlement to be done
differently?
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o How can the Hmong be resettled in a way that better utilizes their
strengths and unique characteristics?

o What do the Hmong want for themselves? What do Hmong view as essential
for effective resettlement? What are their goals for the future? For
the next generation of Hmong?

Research conducted in the project included analysis of existing data about
the Hmong, compilation of information gathered through numerous informal
face-to-face and telephone conversations with Hmong informants across the
country (in nearly every Hmong settlement which could be identified) and
on-site observations, group meetings and personal interviews with Hmong
individuals and families (as well as resettlement officials, service providers
and members of the host communities). On-site case studies of Hmong
resettlement were conducted in seven selected cities:

Orange County, California
Fresno, California
Portland, Oregon
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota
Dallas-Fort Worth, Texas
Fort Smith, Arkansas
Providence, Rhode Island

Staff from the participating institutions worked as a team to conduct the
overall project and the seven case studies:

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Stephen Reder, Project Director
Mary Cohn
John Finck (also with State of Rhode Island)
Michael Sweeney (also with Portland Public Schools)
Bruce Thowpaou Bliatout (also with City of Portland)
Karen Reed Green
William Hadley
Marshall Hurlich (also with University of Washington)
Dan X. Mua (also with Portland Public Schools)

University of Minnesota

Bruce Downing, Subproject Director
Simon Fass
Doug Olney
Sarah Mason
Glenn Hendricks



Lao Family Cummunity

Shur Vang Vangyi, Subproject Director
Dang Vang
Thongsay Vaug

The Project Officer for the Office of Refugee Resettlement was Ms. Toyo Biddle.

The results of the project are available to the public as a series of
reports published by the U.S. Government Printing Office (GPO). Copies may be
ordered from:

Dr. Allan Gall
Office of Refugee Resettlement
330 C Street, S.W.
Switzer Building, Room 1229
Washington, D.C. 20201

Reports

Mr. Bud Tumy
Refugee Materials Center

or U.S. Dept. of Education
324 E 11th Street, 9th floor
Kansas City, Missouri 64104

Vol. 1: Final Report
Vol. 2: Economic Development
Vol. 3: Exemplary Projects
Executive Summary (written in English)
Executive Summary (written in Lao)
Executive Summary (written in Hmong)

Site Reports: Orange County, California
Fresno, California
Portland, Oregon

Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota
Dallas-Fort Worth, Texas
Fort Smith, Arkansas

Providence, Rhode Island

For further information about the Hmong Resettlement Study, contact either:

Dr. Stephen Reder
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue

Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

Dr. Bruce Downing
SARS

124 Klaeber Court
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

;.s. Toyo Biddle

Office of Refugee Resettlement
330 "C" Street, 3W
Switzer Building, Room 1229
Washington, DC 20201
(202) 245-1966

iii
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B. The Twin Cities Site Study

Field work for the Twin Cities community case study was conducted in the

fall of 1982. Additional field work was conducted in June, 1983, for the

current final version of this report.

This report has been compiled using information from this field work and

several other types of sources.

First, we have drawn upon a number of previously published studies,

reports, and articles. These sources are listed in the Bibliography. The prin-

cipal source of current base-line data was the Hmong Community Survey (HCS).

This was a survey of 305 Hmong households in the Twin Cities ccnducted in

August, 1982, by Hmong students at the University of Minnesota who interviewee

household heads, in Hmong, and collected information on all members of each

household.

To obtain first-hand information relevant to the purposes of the study,

discussions of the research issues were held with sets of individuals repre-

senting three categories of people. The interviewers were three American mem-

bers of the research team. The first set consisted of twenty-four Hmong

individuals in fifteen different households, to whom we spoke through bilingual

interpreters. These households were selected from among the 300 households

included in the HCS three months earlier, and an attempt was made to select a

representative sample. The persons we spoke to included fifteen men and nine

women, representing each decade of age from 15 to 75, and including individuals

who have been in the Twin Cities from less than a year up to six years. Eleven

households were in St. Paul, four in Minneapolis. Ten individuals werf' male

heads of household, three were female heads of household, and the others were

women, children, and parents in households headed by others. Of these twenty-

four individuals, six were students, three considered themselves retired, twelve

iv
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were unemployed and seeking work, and three were employed -- two part-time and

one full-time but temporary. (One member of our original sample reported that

he was working 60 hours per week and was not available to meet with us.) Our

discussions with these individuals centered around their personal experiences in

resettlement.

Tne second group of informants consisted of twelve prominent local Hmong.

Tne informants selected included officers of the principal local mutual

assistance association (MAA) and of two other MAAs, employees of American volun-

tary agencies (volags) concerned with resettlement, employees of a government

agency, an employment service, and a school district, and both male and female

college students. These people were interviewed in English. They were asked to

present their personal perspectives on the general research issues and in some

cases to provide information about the agencies or organizations they represent.

The final group of people interviewed individually ccnsisted of fourteen

Americans representing various types of involvement with the resetriement of

Hmong refugees. These included representatives of volags and an MAA, teachers,

an attorney, a nurse, a policeman, a sponsor, and two church workers -- a French

Catholic priest and a Southern Baptist lay minister, All of these people have

had extensive experience working with Hmong for the past several years. The

same general questions plus specialized questions for persons in different

fields guided our discussions with these individuals.

In addition to meeting with individuals from the three groups described

above (a total of 42 sessions, in the individual's home or office, averaging one

and a half hours in length), a series of three group meetings of household heads

were organized. We first approached the leadership of the principal MAA serving

the Hmong (Lao Family Community, Inc. - LFC) and obtained their cooperation in

calling a meeting of the leaders of the 42 family groups into which the mem-

bership is organized. At this meeting, attended by 12 to 14 of these Group

v
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Leaders, we explained the purposes, scope and methods of the project, and asked

for assistance in organizing two or three meetings of household heads by groups.

The Vice President of LFC assisted us by selecting three Group Leaders, repre-

senting three different clans, who were willing to call such meetings of the

houshold heads in their respective groups.

These meetings were held at the LFC headquarters in downtown St. Paul. An

average of 18 household heads attended each of these meetings, for a total of 55

individuals. The meetings, which unexpectedly lasted frcm 3 to 4 hours, were

conducted by an American researcher with a bilingual Hmong translator and

included three activities. First we explained the research project, answered

questions about it, and requested their participation. Second, we elicited some

basic information about the participants so as to better evaluate their

viewpoints and, through comparison with the larger sample of the Hmong Household

Survey, to judge their representativeness. Finally, we opened the meeting up

for discussion after outlining the topics about which we were interested in

hearing the participants' views. The response was very good; these group

'eetings served particularly to encourage people to bring out problems and

complaints which the persons we interviewed individually ill their homes seemed

reluctant to speak about. These discussions were interpreted on the spot but

were also tape-recorded (except in one case where the equipment failed) and

translated more thoroughly later by the same interpreter/translator.
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I. GENERAL CONTEXT

A. Setting and Climate

Minnesota is located in mid-continental northern latitudes and its climate

is characterized by extremes of temperature. Minimum January temperatures

average 3.2 degrees Fahrenheit while July maximum temperatures average 82.4.

Mean winter snowfalls are 46.3 inches and mean annual precipitation received is

26.4 inches. Economic activities of the Twin Cities, located near the

confluence of the Mississippi and Minnesota rivers in the east central region of

the state, reflect its positico as a major transportation and distribution

center in the upper midwest.

B. General Population

The adjoining cities of Minneapolis and Saint Paul, Minnesota, are the

chief cities of an urban zone of seven counties which together are commonly

referred to as the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area. Minneapolis, the larger of

the two, had a 1982 population oc 366,500 while St. Pau- .d '267,290 residents.

The total metropolitan area population of 2,001,700 represents approximately

fifty percent of V. 75,970 residents of the State of Minnesota.

C Other Minority Groups

Although the residents of both Minneapolis and St. Paul are principally

White, the 1980 census indicated that a growing number are members of ethnic

minorities. The suburban sections of the metropolitan area have far fewer

minority residents. The majority of Hmony, and Indochinese refugees

in general, are concentrated in the central cities, and it is here that this

study is focused. Percentages of the various minority groups in the general

TOn Cities population are shown in Table

14
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Tab,e I

Ethnic Minorities by Percent of
Twin Cities Population

1980

Minneapolis Si.. Paul

7.7% Black 4.9%
2.4% American Indian 1.0%

2.6% Asian/Pacific Islanders 2.6%
1.2% Hispanic 3.0%

13.9% TOTAL 11.5% TOTAL

School enrollments of the two cities reflect the growing number of minority

persons in the general population (Table II). While the total school population

Table II

Ethnic Classification of School Populations
By Percent

Minneapolis 1982 St. Paul

39,688 Total School Populations 31,665

22.4% Blacks 12.4%
5.0% American Indian 1.7%
6.0% Asian & Pacific Island 11.0%
1.4% Hispanic 5.0%

29.0% Total Percentage Minorities 34.8%

has declined during the past decade, the number of minority students has

steadily risen. This shift in racial balance is in part a product of lower

birthrates among Whites, the movement of many Whites to suburban areas, and, to

a miior degree, the enrollment of a larger percentage of Whites in private and
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parochial schools. Certainly the introduction of large numbers of Southeast

Asian refuges h4h also added to the increasing heterogeneity of the school

population.

Indochinese refugees in Minnesota are estimated by the State's Refugee

Program Office to number about 26,000. Of necessity the numbers are only

approximate, but it is estimated that the present ethnic and nationality iden-

tification of this group includes 10,000 Hmong, 6,000 Viet,amese, 6,000

Cambodians, and 4,000 lowland Lao.

A study by Hendricks (1981) of the residential patterns of the refugee

population in the Twin Cities indicated that while major geographical con-

centrations did exist, refugees are widely dispersed throughout the two cities.

Using addresses of those refugees eligible for medical assistance programs, the

study found that city 25 percent of the census tracts of the cities were without

sone refugees. More recent school census data indicate that this residential

pattern continues.

D. Economic Base

Thirteen of Fortune's 50G top American companies are based in the Twin

Cities. It is the headquarters of a number of international food processing

companies (General Mills, Cargill, Pillsbury, and International Multi-Foods, for

example) although relatively little of their present processing activity takes

place within the State. In addition it is the world headquarters of a number of

high technology corporations such as 3M, Control Data, and Honeywell. These

firms do carry out considerable local manufacturing activities but by their

nature provide liwited employment opportunities for an unskilled work force.

Outside of the metropolitan area, farming constitutes the largest sector

of the economy of the State of Minnesota.
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E. Employment

In the past the area has been relatively recession-proof because of the

diversity of its economic activities. Currently, however, the State agri-

cultural sector suffers from depressed prices, while reduced need for steel for

American industry has severely reduced mining activity in the northern regions.

The generally depressed state of the American economy has curtailed production

in many of the State's industrial plants. The November 1982 unemployment rate

for the state as a whole stood at 8.6 percent (unadjusted). The unemployment

rate for the Twin Cities was at 7.4 percent, up from 4.5 percent in November

1981. This was lower than the national average, but these rising rates have had

a heavy impact on efforts to find employment for the refugees in the region.

F. Welfare Benefits and Regulations

A 1982 Berkeley Planning Associates report, The Administratioi of the

Refugee Resettlement Program in the State of Minnesota, outlined refugee welfare

benefits in the State; the following is a summary.

Counties are responsible for the delivery of both welfare and social ser-

vices in county administered departments of social and human services, acting

under supervision of the Department of Public Welfare (DPW) and of county boards

of commissioners. State supervised programs include AFDC and AFDC-U, WIN,

General Assistance (GA), General Assistance Medical Care (GAMC), Minnesota

Supplemental Aid (MSA), Food Stamps, Medicaid, Foster Care, and EPSDT programs

through the Bureau of Income Maintenance. MSA is a state-funded program pro-

viding aid to aged, blind and disabled clients as a supplement to Social

Security or SSI. The DPW Bureau of Social Services oversees the counties' admi-

nistration of child welfare, family services, Title XX, and services to the aged

as well as vocational rehabilitation programs.
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The payment schedule (since July 19111) for AFDC provides a monthly grant

of $520 for a family of three children and one adult and $583 for a family

of three children and two adults. For each additional child, the grant is

increased by $46.

GA has provided a basic monthly allowance of $158 for a household of four

plus a shelter allowance of $163 for a total of $321. Eligible GA recipients

must meet state income and resource standards, be ineligible for AFDC, end meet

other specific requirements, the most important of which for the refugees is "a

person unede to secure suitable employment due to inability to communicaze in

English." In the 1983 session the State Legislature has adjusted GA so that

there will be a single grant rather than one for living and one for shelter,

thus simplifying the disbursement of funds.

G. Public Housing

The Twin Cities experienced the mass migration to the suburbs common to

American cities in the post World War II wiod. This left the central core of

the cities with large pockets of old, deteriorating, sub-standard housing,

available at minimal rental. At the same time, as a result of federal housing

policies, cities embarked upon a building program of publicly owned housing pro-

jects. It was to these two types of housing that refugees were attracted in the

Twin Cities, often with the assistance of their individual sponsors or refugee

serving agencies. Initially settling in the center of the city, the refugees

spilled over into St. Paul public housing units located at the city's periphery.

Today 48.3 pe,cent of the 1825 apartments in St. Paul's four city-owned congre-

gate housing units are occupied by persons classified as Asian American, the

majority being Hmong. Due to family size Asian American persons account for

nearly 60 percent of the total poppletion in these living complexes.

18
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H. Refugee Services and Community Receptiveness

The response of both public &nd private agencies within the State of

Minnesota to the influx of Southeast Asian refugees has been remarkable. This

response undoubtedly a function of both public perception of a need to be

accommodated as well as of the availability of Federal, State and local govern-

ment funds to assist in providing services for the refugees. In May 1975, after

the collapse of the American effort in Vietnam, an Indochinese Resettlement

Task Force working within the governor's office was created. Recognition that

refugee activity was to become more than a passing phenomenon in the State was

demonstrated when this office was transferred to become part of the Department

of Public Welfare in 1977.

Refugee Services

Since the establishmeat of the Office of Refugee Programs within DPW,

assistance to the refugees has been accomplished through a comprehensive and

coordinated system of support services delivered through county welfare depart-

ments, adult education centers, health institutions, and by voluntary resettle-

ment agencies. Four major groups of agencies or organizations are involved:

(1) Department of Public Welfare staff and other State agencies; (2) County

Human and Social Services Departments; (3) the 50 agencies with which the

Refugee Program Office has direct purchase-of-service contracts or sub-contracts

for the provision of refugee education, employment, and health services; and (4)

other organizations, including voluntary resettlement agencies (volags), refugee

mutual assistance associations (MAAs), private foundations, *and health care pro-

viders. A complete description of the State refugee program can be -sound in the

Berkc'ov Planning Associates report (1982).
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In addition there have been innumerable individual acts of assistance by

private citizens, churches and businesses who have responded in ways ranging

from acting as sponsors and organizing the collection of clothes, to assisting

in the marketing of handicrafts. In some cases what began as privately spon-

sored activities later came to be enlarged and institutionalized as government

and foundation funds became available.

Several private fopdatioos, with The Saint Paul Foundation taking the

lead, have been actively involved in the resettlement effort by providing funds

for special projects and support of the MAAs.

The volags were the focal point of many of the resettlement services in the

early years. As the numbers of refugees increased the State became more

involved. It became the fiscal agent through which federal monies for refugees

were channeled, as well as the administrator of many of the welfare programs

through which refugees received assistance. In 1980 Hennepin and Ramsey County

Human Services Departments became much more centrally associated .litn these

programs, particularly as they assumed major referral responsibilities. Within

the Twin Cities area the voluntary agencies, while continuing to carry out much

of the initial resettlement work, have tended to specialize. The International

Institute focuses on language training; Catholic Charities specializes in

employment, particularly through its sponsorship of Project RISE; and Lutheran

Social Services enphasizes services for social adjustment. Mutual assistance

associations, particularly Lao Family Community, Inc., have been increasingly

recognized through sub-contracts as resettlement service providers.'

'A nearly complete list of programs which serve the Hmong (compiled by Mary
Jane Lipinsky for Partners of the Americas Fellowship in International

Development, University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service, May 1983)

is included in the Appendix.
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Community Relations

The concentration of Hmong in areas of low-income housing with other

minorities and poor Whites has created some cause for concern over how Hmong are

getting along with the people who live around them. The Hmong moved into

poor neighborhoods in times of decreasing public resources and high competition

for housing. This creates a situation of potential violence and resentment be-

tweeo the Hmong thr older residents who are each trying to get a piece of

the shrinking pie.

The Hmong have experienced some problems with discrimination and

harassment, but most American obrlrvers do not think the problems are very

great. The Hmong who have had problems, on the other hand, are angry. Many

feel that harassment is directed toward them just because they are Hmong, though

others are not sure. In the Hmong Community Survey (HCS) conducted by the

Southeast Asian Refugee Studies Project, 75% rf the respondents said they get

along well or very well with their neighbors, while 19% reported problems.

A major concern of the Hmong is that they sense they are not really wanted

here. They feel that for this reason Americans will never accept them. Olney

(1982) found in a study of Hmong in Minneapolis that the Hmong do very much want

to get to know their American neignbors and become involved in the community.

The optimism expressed in that study has been tempered somewhat by the various

problems some have reported.

In the McDonough housing area of St. Paul there have been regular reports

of vandalism, young people throwing rocks at Hmong, spitting and name calling.

These problems also exist in other areas of Minneapolis and St. Paul for the

Hmong. Because the Hmong live in areas where vandalism and other crime was high

before they arrived, it is difficult to determine the extent to which the Hmong

are being singled out as victims.
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One indicator of the antagonism that certain groups of Americans feel

toward the Hmong are the rumors that continue to circulate. These rumors first

surfaced over five years ago when the Hmong arrived in the Twin Cities, and

despite repeated attempts at education through school programs, community

programs and news thz rumors continue to circulate. The rumors

include: 1) MI. Hmong eat dogs, 2) the government gives every Hmong family a

free car, 3) the Hmong do not have to pay taxes for seven years, 4) the Hmong

get higher welfare benefits than anyone else, 5) the Hmong get free apartments.

Some Americans have commented that the Hmong make easy victims. There is a

tendency on the part of the Hmong not to fight back or complain when they have a

problem. It seems to have been a general policy of Hmong leadership to adv!se

their people to keep to themselves, ignore taunts, and not cause trouble. The

Hmong have made an effort to _deo a low profile in the hope that problems with

others would be minimized. But this attitude has only made it easier to harass

the Hmong, and some Americans continue to do so.

Many Hmong are expressing increasing frustration with the poor treatment

they receive. One man commented "In Laos we were.a lower class people, but

there was no crime, no prejudice, and we were neVer treated as badly as we are

here." Other Hmong, however, do not feel that the Americans treat them badly

and generally have had good experiences in their inLeractions with Americans, or

simply do not interact with Americans.

Community Programs

For several years in the Twin Cities there have been attempts by various

organizations to develop educational prr rams which will help Americans learn

more about the refugees. There have also been attempts to organize neighborhood
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gatherings or events which bring the refugees and the other residents together.

In two areas, neighborhood organizations were formed to deal with the influx of

refugees and the rising tensions in the neighborhood.

In St. Paul the Summit-University Acculturation Task Force met regularly

for about two years. They talked about the problems of the refugees in the

neighborhood and planned and carried out various educational programs. The

group finally melted away because of failing interest.

In Minneapolis the Pillsbury-Elliot Park Neighborhood Refugee Coordinating

Council was organized in late 1980 in response to the rapid influx of Hmong into

the area. This group is a consortium of neighborhood service providers and

residents. They have met with the goal of providing better services to the

refugees and to deal with community tension. Because of political problems

within the group it has never been able to organize effectively, but it does

still meet irregularly to provide information about the current refugee

situation.

Especially during the years 1979-81 a number of community-wide symposia,

conferences, and workshops were held by various organizations to educate

Americans about the refugees. Some were for special groups - social workers,

nurses, educators, and others for the general public. The standard format, at

first not very effective, was to have a representative of each refugee group -

Vietnamese, Lao, Hmong, Cambodian, and perhaps a Cuban - give a short talk in

difficult English about his country's history and culture, educational system,

etc. Then the musicians and dancers were brought out.

These and other educational programs have been useful for those who

attended, but the attendance has been limited; mostly the same people showed up

at all of these events.
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The cnntinued development of community educational programs which deal with

Hmong background, history, and culture as well as rumors is seen by many

Americans and Hmong to be the best solution for problems of community tension

and harassment.

Many Hmong feel that community programs will help their image by showing

Americans that they are not lazy and want to work as well as by relating the

background of the Hmong, their relationship to the United States and their

experience in the war.
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II. LOCAL HMONG POPULATION

A. Size

Population Growth

The rapid growth of the Hmong population in Minnesota is demonstrated in

Taole III and Figure I. While the numbers must remain only knowledgable es-

timates, they show how quickly the region has had to accommodate a large number

of Hmong residents. They also indicate that since the end of 1981 the growth

has halted, and that in fact the growth rate seems to have reversed with the

population declining substantially.

Table III
Twin Cities Hmong Population Estimates

Date Source: RPO Gim

January, 1976 150 150

June, 1978 350

September, 1978 800

December, 1978 350-400

Spring, 1979 1200

December, 1979 2000

February, 1980 3500

October, 1980 7900

June, 1981 10000

December, 1981 12000

October, 1982 10500

June, 1983

RPO = Refugee Program Office, State of Minnesota
Gim = Gim 1980

HHLW = Hmong/Highland Lao Workyroup, ORR, 1983

HHLW

8730



Figure 1. HMONG POPULATION GROWTH IN THE TWIN CITIES
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A factor in Hmong population growth is the very high birthrate. As of

August 1982 17% of the Hmong 2n the Twin Cities were born in the United States.

But the major growth factors are primary and secondary migration, offset by the

recent outmigration . California.

The population growth for the Twin Cities as a whole does not reflect the

very different experiences of the two cities. Most Hmong in the Metro Area

lived in St. Paul from the beginning in 1976 until 1979. In the spring of 1979

there were only four or five Hmong families living in Minneapolis. The sub-

sequent growth in the number of refugees in Minneapolis is reflected in these

,figures for the number of limited English proficient (LEP) students in the

Minneapolis Public Schools in successive years (data from Jermaine Arndt):

1979 340 LEP students
1980 915 " "

1981 1750 " "

At the peak of this influx, the schuols were receiving an average of five new

LEP students per ek. A plateau was reached in 1981. The ethnic breakdown at

the end of this period was as follows:

725 Hmong

565 Lao
250 Vietnamese
8U Cambodians
130 other, including Hispanics.

Present Population Estimates

As Table III above indicates, it is believed that the Hmong population

in the Twin Citie. peaked at about 12,000 at the end of 1981 and has since

declined to below 10,000.

A check of the 1982 telephohe directories for Minneapolis a,id St. Paul

(issued December 1981 and June 1982 respectively) revealed listings under 19
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different Hmong family (clan) names. Since 5 of these are alternative spellings

of other names, this represents 14 different clans.

The total number of listings was as follows:

Saint Paul
Minneapolis

935

234

Total Twin Cities 1169

An estimated population figure might be derived from this total by making

certain assumptions, as follows. If 85% of Hmong households have telephones,

the total number of Hmong households would be 1375. If average household size

is assumed to be 6 persons, then the total Twin Cities Hmong population would be

8252.

The most numerous clans in the Twin Cities, judging again by the 2lephone

listings, are as follows:

Vang 346 households
Yang 248
Xiong 139

Thao 97

Lee 88
Her 56

More Her and Moua listings are found in St. Paul; Minneapolis has more

Lo/Lor and Vue listings. The most numerous groups are well-represented in both

cities.

B. History of Settlement

The first Hmong families arrived in Minnesota in 1976. While the popula-

tion grew slowly during the first two years, after that it grew rapidly, and by

1980 the St. Paul-Minneapolis metropolitan area had become the largest urban

concentration of Hmong in the United States. The rapid growth of the Twin

Cities Hmong population was the result of both direct sponsorship and secondary
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migration from other parts of the United States. As can be seen from Figure I,

the growth rate was exponential. There are many factors which have influenced

this growth.

After the initial flight of Hmong officers and officials from Laos in

1975, the Hmong departure rate from Laos dropped. It was not until 1978-79 that

the refugee camps in Thailand began taking in very large numbers of Hmong.

While the volags in Minnesota had organized an active sponsorship program as

early as 1975, after 1978 sponsoring organizations began to sponsor more Hmong.

Sponsorships in Minnesota grew rapidly, with the result that large numbers of

Hmong were resettled here by chance.

Among the early arrivals were some influential group leaders. They were

treated with kindness and felt that Minnesota was a good place to be. They

began persuading their relatives to come to Minnesota. As more Hmong arrived in

the state, Minnesota developed a reputation for being a good place to live. The

Hmong fP1* that the cash assistance programs were good, and that there were

ample ESL and training opportunities. As relatives who were sponsored around

the country began talking about reuniting someplace, Minnesota became a favored

choice. Secondary migrants then began to swell the local Hmong population, and

these now nearly equal the number of Hmong who were directly sponsored in this

area. During our discussions with groups of household heads 41% indicated that

they had lived in some other locality ifi the U.S. prior to coming to Minnesota.

The Hmong Community Survey indicated that 66% originally lived outside the Twin

Cities. Forty percent first lived outside of Minnesota and moved here from 31

different states.

In addition to Minnesotans, many Hmong have become sponsors themselves.

Once established here, they have located an agency through which they could
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sponsor their relatives. As can be seen from data presented in Table IV, a

majority of tht. Hmong in the Twin Cities have been sponsored by other Hmong.

(These data are from the Hmong Community Survey.) This sponsorship of Hmong by

Hmong was the final important factor leading to the rapid growth in the area.

TABLE IV

Sponsorship

Hmong 56%
American (Individual or Church) 39%
Other 5%

After early 1981 few Hmong were coming either to the United States or to

Minnesota and it was thought the local population would stbilize. But during

1982 there was out-migration with 2,000 or more Hmong leaving for California.

The winter of 1982 was particularly harsh, and the promise of a warmer cli-

mate and the possibility of farming drew many to California. This out-migration

continued in the spring and summer of 1983. On the other hand an American

resettlement worker said thc.* * d Hmong he works with are deciding not to leave

unless they have a guaranteed job elsewhere. Migration also continues in other

directions. A few families have returned from California, or come from

elsewhere, and a few are leaving for other states.

Since the Hmong have a long tradition of moving to find the best place to

live (Thao 1982), it is not surprising to see the movement in the United States.

Finding the best services and education is very important, but family reunifica-

tion has been the primary goal of movement. Most who originally were sponsored

elsewhere have come to Minnesota because of relatives here, as indicated in the

table below, generated from the Hmong Community Survey (HCS).
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TABLE V

Reason for moving to the Twin Cities

Relatives 64%
School 22%

Job 6%

Other 8%

For example, one Hmong man interviewed was originally sponsored in

Columbus, Ohio. He had many American friends there, was learning English and

thought his life was good. Then his father arrived in St. Paul and insisted

that the ran move to St. Paul to help him. So he moved to be with his father,

even though there was really nothing else to attract him here. He no longer has

American friends and he feels his life is slipping. This man hopes to move back

to Ohio one day.

Joining relatives is likely to continue to be the main reason for Hmong

migration; 90% of the Hmong in the HCS reported that they had close relatives in

other parts of the United States. Hmong who do not have jobs have also indi-

cated Olat they would be willing to move to find work. Many leaders expect that

this will lead to a more general scattering of the Hmong in the future as people

seek jobs. On the other hand there is still a strong desire tc live near other

Hmong for purposes of mutual assistance, socializing and ritual.

C. Self-help Organizations

There are three Hmong self-help organizations in the Twin Cities. Lao

Family Community (LFC) in St. Paul, a non-profit mutual assistance association

(MAA), serves the largest number of refugees. This is the Minnesota affiliate

of the national Lao Family Community, Inc., founded by the Hmong leader General
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Vang Pau in 1977, with headquarters in Santa Ana, California. In addition there

are two local women's support groups, the Women's Association of Hmong and Lao,

in St. Paul, and the Association for the Advancement of Hmong Women, in

Minneapolis.

During 1982 Lao Family Community was criticized by some Hmong leaders for

providing services primarily to the Hmong living in St. Paul and neglecting

those who live ifi Minneapolis. The lack cf services for Hmong refugees and

other AsiaAs in Minneapolis led to the emergence of two new organizations, the

Cent,'e for Asians and Pacific Islanders, a pan-Asian group focused on serving

Indochinese refugees, and Tne Hmong in Minneapolis, an informally organized

group of LFC members protesting LFC's failure to serve Minneapolis Hmong ade-

quately, and seeking funding to provide the needed services as a separate group.

In early 1983 LFC and the Centre for Asian and Pacific Islanders were funded by

Minnesota's Refugee Incentive Program to provide specific services to Hmong in

Minneapolis and St. Liu]. The group known as The Hmong in Minneapolis were not

funded and their relationship to the St. Paul LFC remained uncertain.

The MAAs in the Twin Cities play an important role in providing the Hmong

community a degree of social and economic autonomy. While voluntary agencies

have employed bilingual Hmong in their refugee programs, the Hmong employees

are rarely given administrative positions, and therefore are not making policy

decisions concerning the Hmong community. The volags are concerned primarily

with the refugee's adaptation to their new environment as individuals and fami-

lies, while MAAs concern themselves with the adaptation of the Hmong community

as a whole. The MAAs are concerned with the organization of the Hmong com-

munity, the social and economic welfare of the people, the development of Hmong-

owned enterprises, and the planning of Hmong culture change. Nevertheless, the

success of the MAAs is dependent upon adequate external funding.
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III. RESETTLEMENT ISSUES

A. Employment

The Hmong Community Survey indicates that 29.2% of Hmong households in the

Twin Cities have someone working, while only 3.0% have two or more employed.

21.6% of the household heads work, and 15% of those over 18 are working. Figure

II illustrates the oercent employed in each age group.

4%

12-17

21%

18-24

FIGURE II

PERCENT EMPLOYED BY AGE

41.
25%

16%

25-34 35-44

AGE

10%

45.54

9%

55-64

There appears to be a strong relation between employment and the length of

time a person has been in the United States, as can be seen in Figure III (next

page), also based on the Hmong Community Survey. None of those who have been in

the United States less than 18 months (13% of the sample) is working.
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Of those who are not working 38% said they are actively seeking a job and

62% said they are not. The reasons given for not looking are shown in Table VI.

Table VI

Reason for not looking fur a job

Limited English 32%
Student 28%
No Skill 19%
Family Demands 5%

Health Problems 3%

Retired 3%

other 10%

Of those who do work, only 50% work 30 or more hours a week.

Hmong leaders estimate that currently about 25% of the Hmong are employed.

A survey conducted by the State Refugee Office in the summer of 1982 indicated

that 46% of the Hmong households had someone who was employed.

While the range of these employment figures is wide, they all indicate that

there is very high unemployment in the Hmong community. This lack of employment

for adult Hmong who are able to work is a major problem of adjustment faced by

the Hmong. But most Hmong leaders and individuals stated that the reasons for

the low level of employment (no ,fob or part-time or low-pay jobs providing ina-

dequate family income) are, in addition to the currently poor state of the eco-

nomy, inadequate training or inadequate command of English. It is recognized

that for many, language proficiency has been an obstacle to the needed training,

because training by bilingual staff was not available.

Many of those who do have employment should not be considered

self-sufficient. Here is the story of one man:

We have one problem, and that is not enough money. From the
time we arrived in 1979 we had government help for quite a

while, but since April of this year (1982) and up until now I
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don't have enough money because I don't earn very much and I
have a large family. We are receiving nothing from the
government ncw. I am working five hours a day. Since it
adds up to just over 100 hours a month, I don't qualify for
any help from the government, just the same as if I was
working full-time. But with one hundred hours of work per
month, at a pay rate of $5.19 an hour, I can earn only a
little more than $500 a month. I don't have any medical
benefits or insurance.

Once the Hmong are on the job they seem to be doing well. Employers inter-

viewed were generally happy with the performance of their Hmong employees on the

job. Some even said that they were among the best workers they had, particular-

ly those employed in assembly. They also indicated that they would be willing

to hire more Hmong if more jobs became available. Language was considered a

problem, but many emplo' 'v's successfully used Hmong work groups including one

Hmong bilingual.

The Hmong who are employed work at a variety of different tasks, but most

have either unskilled minimum wage jobs or work in programs that serve refugees.

Several of the Hmong attending our group meetings had training in skilled jobs,

worked at them for awhile and did well, but were laid off with the downturn in

the economy. One man was a janitor. He did not like his job, but it was stable

and he felt it was necessary to keep it. Another held a job as a roofer. His

employer was providing on-the-job training; he was happy with the situation. A

third collates pages and staples them together as booklets. His only complaint

was that the job was not full time.

A survey of 77 Twin Cities Hmong households in mid-1981 (Hendricks and

Richardson 1982) found that of those of employable age, 66% of the males and 29%

of the females reported some sort of employment. Job categories reported in

this survey indicated 31% involved in food service and maintenance work; 30% in

some type of factory assembly work; 27% employed in jobs serving other refugees;
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and 12% holding jobs requiring skilled labor. Relatively few of the families in

the sample, however, were recent arrivals. Their longer experience in America

as well as the economic picture at that time may account for the reported

employment rate as concrasted to the present situation for the Hmong population

in general.

In late 1982, in meetings with 55 household heads, a survey was done by a

show of hands. This quick survey focused on various aspects of employment.

Only 20% of those responding indicated they were presently employed. However,

55% said that they had been employed at some time since coming to the United

States. Using the same categories as the 1981 study, 45% of those presently

employed held food service and maintenance jobs, 18% were in some type of fac-

tory assembly work, and 36% performed skilled tasks. Differences between these

reports may be not only a function of changed economic conditions, but also of

the nature of the sample. The earlier study looked at entire households, while

these meetings included only household heads.

The jobs that were reported in the August 1982 Hmong Community Survey were

as follows: teacher 8%, interpreter 11%, day care 3%, maintenance 23%, factory

15%, laborer 8%, dishwasher 5%, other 8%, and summer jobs held by teenagers 19%.

A study entitled "ESL/Employment Survey" was published by Literacy 85 in

St. Paul in March 1983. While the focus is on the job success and job-related

problems of Indochinese workers in the St. Paul area, it also provides infor-

mation about specific areas of employment of Hmong workers. Among employers of

Indochinese who were surveyed, Hmong held the following positions: machinist

(1); welder (8, all currently laid off); computer assembly; wood casket assembly

(2); hand-sewing of boots (15); potter (1); trimming meat in a packing plant

(2); sorting rags in a textile warehouse (7); food preparation or maintenance
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work (25); summer yardwork (2); entry-level clerical (2); multilingual recep-

tionist for power company (1); janitorial (30 plus); busperson or dishwasher

(9). Company sizes ranged from as few as 5 to as many as 3,000 employees.

Seven of the eighteen companies with Hmong employees had no other Indochinese.

A leather goods manufacturer had specifically sought Hmong employees because of

their reputation for traditional handcrafts.

Barriers to Employment

The Hmong feel that the greatest barrier to employment is lack of English.

A statistical relation between English ability and employment is suggested by

the correlation of jobs and self-rated English proficiency shown in Figure IV

(data from the Hmong Community Survey).

FIGURE IV

JOB IN U.S. BY SELF-RATED ENGLISH PROFICIENCY:
TWIN CITIES HMONG HOUSEHOLD HEADS
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The Hmong also feel that their lack of skills and experience makes it hard

for them to compete for jobs with other Americans.

Another reason the Hmong give for remaining unemployed is the low pay in

the jobs they are able to find. Minimum wage is below the standard welfare

payments and usually does not include health benefits. The Hmong recognize the

high cost of health care, and some men have admitted quitting jobs when their

wives were about to have a baby so the hospital costs would be covered.

Women are having a wore difficult time than men finding work. They report

problems with English and lack of skills to be barriers. Women attending a

meeting for the study consistently cited lack of child care and transportation

as barriers to attending English language and employment training. All agreed

that child care would help most in enabling them to get jobs. Eleven out of

fifteen said that they had small children at home and no one to take care of

them. But these women also said that ESL classes and job training (such as the

class they were attending in industrial sewing) were necessary in order for them

to get jobs. All but one of these women reported that they had had no education

in Laos. Two-thirds of them had received some previous instruction in ESL;

three were currently taking ESL classes.

Hmong Employment Efforts

The search for a means of finding employment for the refugees has been

given high priority since the inception of the refugee program. The first

Hmong to arrive were most often under the sponsorship of individuals and

organizations who were able to assist directly through their own knowledge of

where jobs might be found. As the numbers of refugees increased and secondary

migration began, this informal but highly successful system was no longer

able to cope with the task. Rather, refugee employment became the respon-

sibility of existing agencies such as the State Job Service, CETA and WIN.
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Generally they were unable to meet the need because they were built upon the

assumption that their client populations understood English and American job-

finding strategies and possessed some kind of job-related skills.

Currently there is an effort to develop strategies focused more directly on

the unique problems of refugees. There are two agencies under contract with the

state that were set it specifically co seek employment for refugees. Both,

Project RISE and H.I.R.E.D., have programs which prov 'e orientation to the

world of work in American society with emphasis on ,:ific joh-seeking skills.

In the H.I.R.E.D. program, clients are encouraged 'o seek jobs aggressively for

themselves. At Project RISE each client is assigned to a bilingual case worker

who actively seek to assist the :odividual in his search for a job, including

accompanying him to the prospective place of employment. Once the client is

employed, the bilingual worker is available to assist both the employee the

employer in clearing up any jot,- related questions. Cases are actively tullowed

for 90 days with regular visits by the caseworker to the place of employment.

Additional information on Project RISE ay be found in Volume III of the Hmong

Resettlement Study Final Report.

Project RISE has had some success in getting busine7ses to hire one Hmong

with a fair command of English first and then to take on two or three others

witn less facility in English, for whom the first employee can act as go-between

trainer and interpreter. An example of this strategy on a larger scale is

West Publishing Company in downtown St ?aul, which now has about eighteen

Hmong employees, one of whom serves as an interpreter who cah be brought in

when, problems arise. Some employers, though, have complained that this kind of

program decreases the opportunities for the non-English speakers to improve

their speaking skills through pract.:e on the job.
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Lutheran Social Services (LSS) currently has a Hmong bilingual devoting

most of his time to the development of employment opportunities. In general the

project is similar to others like Project RISE, but both LSS and Church World

Service are actively using sponsors and volunteers to help find jobs for refu-

gees. Some sponsoring churches are able to mobilize committees of volunteers tc

go door knocking in search of job openings. It is thought by the organizers

that this type of volunteerism has great potential for producing jobs at a low

cost. The difficulty with this sort of effort is that it is almost invariably

reliant upon the deep commitment of a limited number of individuals.

Currently there are two MAAs with contracts to do job development and

placement. Lao Family Community has one contract and focuses on the Hmong. The

Center for Asian and Pacific Islanders has another contract and works with all

Southeast Asian refugees.

Hmong teenagers have been able to obtain jobs working for both the City of

Minneapolis and St. Paul in the Summer Youth Employment programs.

Hmong Businesses

Wnile the majority of employed Hmong hold jobs in existing American-owned

businesses, there have been a number of attempts to develop Hmong owned,

controlled or operated enterprises that have met with varying degrees of suc-

cess. These business activities fill into three major categories: those self-

generated by Hmong individuals or groups; thuse carried out as joint cooperative

projects with the assistance of Americans; and those which are sub-contracts to

Hmong individuals who hire Hwang as workers.

Four grocery stores catering to Hmong have been opened by Hmong in the Twin

Cities, as well as a store selling Hmong-made jewelry. The rood stores are
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highly dependent upon social ties within the Hmong community. It is reported

that currently they are caught between demands to operate for the benefit of the

Hmong community and the need to earn sufficient profits to reward the iodividual

for his entrepreneurship.

An example of a joint cooperative business effort is .ao Family Community's

"mong Enterprise Project, which attempts to adapt Hmong designs and workmanship

for the national market. They have received two major grants totalling $26,000

from local foundations to start the project. Concerned Americans have been

instrumental in advising the project, in setting up the business and in deve-

loping sales outlets for their products.

Among the early Hmong-focused enterprises have been a variety of efforts to

sell Hmong ndau (needlework). The Saint Paul Junior League organized a

selling cooperative in 1979 which focuses on craft fairs. The American volun-

teers find the places to sell and also handle the money. The Hmong women set

the prices.

In 1981 a Hmong textile outlet store was c.pened in St> Paul; another was

opened in the fall of 1982 in Minneapolis. Both stores are run by American

volunteers. The Hmong women bring in their work and set their own prices,

then 20% is added to cover operating expenses. The Hmong women are paid when

one of their pieces is sold.

A Minneapolis textile art gallery, Textile Arts Alliance, has marketed many

larger, top quality, pieces of 21a ndau as fine art. The owner has been success-

ful in placing pieces in several local corporations and banks and has com-

missioned other pieces for special locations. The prices are much higher than

in the small stores and the Hmcng women receive 60% of the proceeds.

Another type of entrepreneurship has been sub-contracts by American firms

to Hmong contractors. Currently about 25 Hmong are employed by one Hmong-owned
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company in making stuffed animals through a sub-contract from a local toy firm.

Although these employees are not under his direct supervision, the toymaker is

highly pleased with the Hmorg as workers. An earlier attempt at such a sub-

contracting mechanism met with failure when the principal business operation

declined and they were unable to pay for the work performed by the Hmong.

The Idea of Farming

For centuries the Hmong have obtained their livelihood by growing their

food in the mountains of China and Southeast Asia. In general their system of

agriculture was quite adequate and dependable. The war in Laos changed 'his for

many of the Hmong who are now here. They could no longer maintain stable fields

because of the fighting. As they moved from place to place they began to rely

on rice dropped from the sky or handouts at_refugee camps, occasipally supple-

mented by a garden plot. Many hmong began to rely on handouts from the United

States and others long before they arrived in this country. But. all Hmong knew

that wherever they had the opportunity they could make a living off the land.

In early contacts with the Hmong as they arrived in the Twin Cities we

found little intE.-1, expressed by them in taking up farming as a means of

making a living in the United States. This lack of interest in farming was

expressed by sevIral leaders and several of the other Hmong interviewed for this

study. They observed that the Hmong could never farm like the Americans,

because farming is not the same here. There is too much technology and machi-

nery involved, and farm life is too isolated; thus many of the Hmong dismissed

the iaea of farming early on.

Although there was little general interest in farming, there was a great

interest in small urban gardens. Given seed and hoes, Hmong took to whatever
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pieces of land were offered. Some even tried to work marginal bits of land such

as steep banks along the sides of roads. Although there were problems with the

short growing season, most Hmong gardens observed are successful. The produce

has supplemented their food supply and is beginning to supplement i.he income of

some families through sales at markets.

It was not until 1981 or 1982 that the idea of developing farms where the

Hmong could work full time and earn a living began to be taken seriously by

Americans.

This new interest in the idea of farming may have begun with the general

Hmong population. As welfare money began to run out, progress in learning

English slowed, and Hmong workers faced diminishing prospects for finding jobs,

or were laid off, many people began to think more seriously about farming.

The garden plots did well, and the Hmong were reminded that there is something

they are good at.

:ne leader commented that the Hmong in Laos were always able to grow

something when there was nothing else. There is a great trust in the ability to

grnw food. This idea is reflected in the growing excitement over farming. It

is also reflected in the recent migrations to the Central Valley of California.

The Hmong have heard that even if there are no jobs, there is land and they can

grow food to stay alive year-round.

While there are no data to indicate the degree of interest in farming in

1979-80, there is evidence of a great deal of interest now. General Vang Pao

has often talked of setting up Hmong farms. A survey conducted by Church World

Service (CWS) in Minnesota indicated a high interest in farming, and CWS began

to plan a farm project 'n detail.

The Hmong Community Survey also reveals a high interest in farming.

Seventy-nine percent of the respondents indicated that there was a need for a

Hmong farm project.
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While the idea of farming has Laken hold for many, there are still many

Hmong who have no interest in farming. One man pointed out that his family

farmed for generations in Laos and never improved their lives. He thought that

there are better ways to improve lives here in the United States.

Another major problem associated with farming in the minds of the Hmong is

that the American farming methods would separate the Hmong and require them to

live in isolated rural areas. Some worked on farms before moving to the Twin

Cities. They remember the isolation they felt. For the time being the Hmong

feel a great need to be near other Hmong. Support comes from relatives. People

need other people nearby to celebrate life cycle events, to socialize and help

solve problems. Some of the leaders commented that it is possible sometime in

the future that the Hmong will scatter, but for now people need to be together.

Farming Projects

creasingly, Americans have become interested in helping the Hmong to get

started in farming. The most noticeable local effort is the expansion of the

Hmong Agricultural Project, the planning for which has involved representatives

of the University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Division, the Saint Paul

Foundation, the NorthwecL Area Foundation, the F.R. Bigelow Foundation, the

McKnight Foundation, 3M Corporation, and Lao Family Community. This project,

now called the Minnesota Agricultural Enterprise for New American, and a second

large project, the Hiawatha Valley Cooperative, both began operating in the

spring and summer of 1983. Both involve large amounts of money and planning,

and they hope to provide income for 25 or more Hmong families each. These pro-

jects are described in Volume II of the Hmong Resettlement Study Final Report.

Other farm projects focus on family gardens, and there are many such

projects in the Twin These family gardens do not provide employment
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but they do supply supplemental food and sometimes income for the families

involved.

B. Welfare Dependence

Degree of Dependerce

Since unemployment in the Hmong community is very high, the majority of

Hmong families in the Twin Cities rely on some sort of public assistance either

as a supplement or for their total support. This assistance is available in

several forms: Refugee Cash Assistance, AFDC, AFDC-U, AFDC-WIN, General

Assistance (GA), food stamps, SSI, and the use of low-rent public housing.

Of the families surveyed in the August 1982 Hmong Community Survey, 68%

were receiving some form of AFDC, 16% were on GA, and 4% had some other unspe-

cified source of income.

It is clear that the Hmong in Minnesota are very dependent on public

assistance and that it has been fairly easy for them to obtain. When eligibi-

lity for refugee cash assistance was cut back to 18 months from 36 months in May

1982, many refugees were sent letters telling them they would no longer receive

Refugee Cash Assistance benefits under the refugee program and for various

reasons they did not qualify for tie state AFDC program. Since that time many

Hmong have appealed that decision, some by going to their county social worker

and others by going to court, arguing that they still do qualify for AFDC either

because they had enough work quarters in Thailand, which made them eligible

(some went to American friends who had worked in the refugee camps and asked

them to testify that the Hmong had worked for them) or by proving that they

still were not proficient in speaking English.

The difference between AFDC benefits and GA is great, and, therefore, many

Hmong have worked hard to stay on AFDC. What bothered some Hmong interviewed
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was the seemingly arbitrary manner in which decisions about AFDC were made.

Hmong who had been declared ineligible did not see any difference between them-

selves and friends who were receiving AFDC. This complaint also arose regarding

AFDC-WIN, which provides AFDC for families if the head of household is in a

WIN-approved training program. It seemed to some Hmong that people were

arbitrarily assigned to AFDC-WIN, which is perceived as a better program.

Subsidized Housing

The availability of public housing has been a great help for many Hmong in

4he Twin Cities. Most Hmong qualify for subsidized hosing and public housing.

The St. Paul Public Housing Agency (PHA) has over 1200 housing units under its

control. These are concentrated in four areas of St. Paul. They are postwar

two-story townhouse buildings in large developments. The unit size ranges from

one to six bedrooms. To get into these housing units, a family must put their

name on a waiting list. Rent is generally set at 27% of the family's income.

The waiting list for these units is long, and a family can expect to wait 6 to

18 months, depending on family size, before they get in.

Now that Hmong have been in the Twin Cities for some time they are

obtaining places in public housing at an increasing rate. In October 1982

there were close to 600 Asian families in St. Paul public housing, probably

90% of which are Hmong. That translates to close to 3000 of the approximately

7000 Hmong in Ramsey County living in one of four areas of public housing.

Of thos_, io00 live in McDonough Homes (60% of the total population of the

housing project). In McDonough 13.5% are White, 15.2% Black, and 8% are

classified as other. The Hmong clearly dominate McDonough and are almosc as

numerous in the other areas. Numbers and percentages of Indochinese in St. Paul

public housing are shown in Table VII.
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Table VII

Indochinese Families in St. Paul Public Housing

Indochinese families

March 1981 October 1982

Indochinese as

percent age of

all families

1982

McDonough 159 298 53.4

Mount Airy 76 155 53.6

Roosevelt 35 1..6 36.2

Dunedin Terrace 12 37 40.0

Total 312 593 48.4

Source: St. Paul Public Housing

There are several advantages for the Hmong who live in public housing. As

a lanalord the PHA is relatively good and because there is a full-time main-

tenance staff, problems are taken care of. The quality of the units is

generally much better than private low-rent housing, and the rent is very low.

The disadvantage is that the rules are rather strict. The tenants must

register each resident. The number of people in each unit is regulated by the

number of be:rooms. The PHA enforces these rules when they find violations.

There are cases where Hmong family members have been evicted because there were

too many in a unit. For some the rules are good because they have a relatively
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large space for their families, but others have had to split up their families

to get into public housing or wait longer for the scarce five and six bedroom

units.

These rules also force some to under-represent the number of people who

actually live in the household. Survey data for those in public housing may

thus reflect a lower population than actually exists.

Other problems people have in public housing relate to welfare benefits.

Although the rent is set low for families on AFDC, the Hmong report that it goes

up when they are changed to GA or get a job, even though the family income is

often substantially lower.

The high concentration of Hmong in these public housing areas and the

resentment of other poor people has led to a relatively high level of antago-

nism between residents.

Hmong Attitudes toward Welfare

Wi ile there is a high rate of dependence on welfare, and a degree of

maneuvering to stay on, almost all of the Hmong families we talked to agreed

they would rather be working. The problem is finding an adequate job, one which

pays a high enough wage to support a family and provides health benefits. Hmong

spokespersons agreed that if supplemental income and Medicaid were available to

those who worked full time at minimum wage jobs, more Hmong would be willing to

take those jobs as they became available. Currently a family cannot receive

AFDC if a family member works more than 100 hours a month. This may account for

the large number (50%) of those working wno work less than 30 hours a week

(Hmony Community Survey).

Some Hmong have detected the negative attitudes Americans have about

welfare and those on it, but as one man pointed out they have little choice:
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Many Americans say that the Hmong are lazy and they do not
want to work. Hmong do not like to hear that. If the
Hmong get a chance to have a job then turn out to be lazy
then Americans can say that. But the Hmong do not have jobs,
no chance to work, so how can people say they are lazy?
Everybody wants to work.

Others feel that because they fought for the United States, and were given pro-

mises of aid if the war went badly, they are owed something by the government.

The government should be expected to find jobs for the Hmong, teach them

English, or at least make sure they have enough money to survive. Many Hmong
. ,

were very angry at the 18-month cutoff. They saw it as another in a growing

string of broken promises. There is a fear of more cuts. "Cutbacks are heavier

for the Hmong than nuclear weapons," one said.

It is hard for many Hmong to be dependent; "I want to be independent, I

don't want to need help from the government all the time," another said. Along

with the dependency is a growing sense of worthlessness and depression for the once

proud men who can now do nothing but stay home and sit. The depression feeds

itself and people find it increasingly hard to come out of it. The lack of

enough money in a household has contributed to problems of family stress. Some

social workers report that more husbands and wives are fighting over money;

marital disputes start with money problems, then move on to other things.

One group of people who see even less hope is the widows. A widow said:

It is very hard for young widows with no grown
children. Grown children can take care of you. I

always dream my scn will be an important person in the
future. I look forward to the time when my son will be
good to me, and my daughter will help me. I look at
myself as the father and mother of my children.

Employment and Welfare Dependence

Employment and welfare dependence are closely related ard many Hmong

households are able to combine various sources of income to survive. For
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example one Hmong man who lives in public housing with his wife, four children,

father and 18 year old brother has several sources of income. This man

is a student at the University of Minnesota and works part-time as a health

interpreter. He earns between $250 and $300 a month and is not eligible for

AFDC. His father is over 65 and receives $280 a month from SSI. His brother

receives $60 a month from GA. He had been paying $210 a month rent for their

four-bedroom apartment, but since he is now off GA he pays $150. Because there

are three families living in the apartment, under public housing rules he must

p.iy more rent than if all eight people were his dependents.

The following are other examples of family incomes combining employment

and welfare sources:

50 year old man, 9 children, Part time job, 25 hours/week.
Income $400 month, food stamps $400.
Expenses: Rent $140, Utilities $90.
45 year old man, 8 children. Part time job, 20 hours/week.
Income: $280, AFDC $650, Food Stamps $250.
Expenses: Rent 130, Utilities $118.
39 year old man, 7 children. Part time job.
Income: $270, AFDC $400, Food Stamps $200.
Expenses: Rent $84, Utilities $49.

Americans' Views of Cash Assistance to Refugees

American resettlement workers interviewed for this study felt that it has

been too easy for the Hmong to get cash assistance. One person pointed out that

welfare dollars have been available witnout specific demands placed on the reci-

pients. InsteaJ, critics say, the Hmong must be challenged to try to change and

develop new ways of living in the United States. The welfare cuts have, in the

opinion of some Americans, forced many refugees to realize for the first time

that they really have to work at making it here.
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Case Management

Instead of just granting public assistance to the Hmong, one resettlement

worker suggested that welfare be used as a tool to provide gentle pressure on

the refugees. To that end the State Refugee Program Office and the volags have

been working on a plan to institute better case management. In this system all

the resources of the resettlement program would be brought together, and, with

the active involvement of the Hmong, individual strategies for adjustment would

be developed for each family. Each family would be assigned a case worker and,

after counselling, a goal-oriented plan would be developed.

It is hoped that better case management will be particularly helpful for

many Hmong who do not know how to go about helping themselves. The system will

also be able to track secondary migrants and make sure people do not "fall

through the cracks" of the system as some do now.

C. Job Training and Education for Adults

By the time the first Hmong refugees in St. Paul arrived to join the ranks

of Vietnamese who had come in 1975, many essential educational programs to meet

their needs were already in place. Efforts devoted primarily to teaching

English are described in Section E. below. Programs designed to meet other edu-

cational and training needs of refugees, at various levels and for various pur-

poses, are described here, as they have played a role in the resettlement of the

Hmong.

Instructional Programs for Adults

The refugees, and especially those with little education such as the Hmong,

were recognized as needing arithmetic skills and what came to be called

"survival skills" as much as they needed English. The International Institute
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and the St. Paul schools' adult refugee programs included sessions devoted to

these topics along with ESL. "Survival skills" included how to take the bus,

how to make change, explanation of checking accounts, asking directions, etc.

In 1979, for example, when there were not more than 900 Hmong in St. Paul, the

International Institute was nolding classes in the neighborhood where most Hmong

lived, with Hmong instructors teaching math and introducing terminology asso-

ciated with medical care, welfare, and, automobiles. Sometimes the cultural

orientation was part of the ESL class and sometimes it was separated out, with

bilingual Hmong teachers or interpreters to help.

Today most instructional programs that serve Hmong adults include a com-

ponent of cultural orientation and survival skills. ESL curricula increasingly

focus on what are thought to be the real communication needs of the refugees.

The instructional programs at Lao Family Community include separate classes on

survival skills, and while funding lasted, a driver's training class. These

programs have brought in such resource persons as police officers, fish and game

officials, and doctors to discuss their specialty areas.

Job Training

Job training has been available for many of the young Hmong men, primarily

through the locally highly regarded vocational technical schools operated by the

St. Paul Public Schools (St. Paul Technical Vocational Institute), Ramsey County

(916 Vo-Tech in suburban White Bear Lake), and Dakota County on the south side

of St. Paul. It is believed that one of the reasons many Hmong families came

to St. Paul was that they heard about good ESL and vocational programs available

to the Hmong refugees. Some of the first Hmong to settle here were trained as

machinists in the St. Paul TVI and obtained highly paid jobs.
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Less in the way of vocational training has been available in Minneapolis,

and as a consequence students living in Minneapolis have sometimes traveled

great distance- to attend the classes in St. Paul and white Bear Lake. :ome of

the programs at the St. Paul TVI and at 916 Vo-Tech have been bilingual,

serving Vietnamese and Hmong students. Hmong s' 'dents have also been enrclled

in classes for which no bilingual assistance was available. I. is reported that

in general Hmong students have done well in lab/shop sessions but poorly in Ulf.:

classroom work which relies heavily on technical textbooks.

No detailed information was obtained for this report on other training

programs, which reportedly include on-the-job-training for Hmong employed by

Control Data Corporation and a volunteer program in Minneapolis to train Hmong

women for private house-keeping assignments. There appear to be many households

in which the principal wage-earner brought no usable job skills from Laos and

has received no job training in the U.S. (In the Hmong Community Survey 52% of

the hcusehold heads reported that they were soldiers in Laos, 16% farmers, and

16% students; the remaining 16% fell into a variety of other job categories such

as trade, mechanics, and teaching.)

The unexpected imposition of an 18-month limit for refugee support caught a

number -. vocational students in the midst of a program with no means of support

and forced them to drop out. Other Hmong students have been affected by a tate

requirement that they can be supported only in training programs that last no

more than 12 months, which effectively eliminates many career opt'om.

The questions asked of household heads in group meetings incl Jed some con-

cerning job trainir? and the relation between job training and employment.

These questions are listed here with figures representing percentages of the 53

respondents.
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How many you have had job training in the U.S.? 42%
How many of you are in job training now? 13%
How many who have had jo;' 4Taining.have gotten the kind
of job you were trained for? 35%
How many of you are new working? 20%
If not working, how many of you have worked previously
in the U.S.? 35%

Outcomes of Adult Education and Vocational Programs,

Social Self-Sufficiency. Despite the constant emphasis on "survival skills" and

cultural orientation in instructional programs for Hmong adults, and the

increasing emphasis on communication skills and functional, particularly job-

related English in the ESL classroom, there is a widespread fceling that most

Hmong adults are unable to cope by themselves in many common situations. Most

Hmong acults remain bewildered by many aspects of Americln life. The complaint

is not that the cultural orientation was not handled properly but tnat much more

is needed. Hmong adults rely heavily on the communicative skills, cultural

knowledge, and even the judgment of adolescents when dea ing with Americans and

American institutions. This often has the effect of undermining the role and

authority of the father especially. In many matters adu.ts are unable to make

decisions or to solve problems because they don't understand what the c7tions

are. To remedy these problems mary people have recommenced an extensive series

of informational programs to be developed cooperatively ty Lao Family Community

and various publ.c agencies and scheduled through the system of family groups by

which Lao Family Community is organized

Job Placement and Employability: The Twin Cities vocational schools have suc-

ceeded in training a number of Hmong for such jobs as maciinist and welder. At

first some found jobs in the specialties for which they wore trained. More

recently, many who were employed have been laid of and many more have not been
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able to find employment at all. It is not clear whether there has been inade-

quate counseling of students entering these programs or whether the economic

slump is solely responsible for this situation.

One Hmong man interviewed had been trained in shipping and receiving at an

area vocational schoul, although his English is quite limited. He found no work

related to this training, but managed to find a job for himself as a potter.

Recently he has been laid from that job, and has used his own last savings

to enroll in a welding course at the St. Paul Technical Vocational Institute.

Employment specialists tell us there are no jobs at present in welding.

The kinds of jobs that scwe Hmong are finding currently are those that require

no technical training. But the wages these jobs pay are often inadequate to

support a large family. So there remains a dilemma as to whether immediate

entry-level jobs or job-training for better-paying positions is the more

desirable course; the decision for an individual Hmong seeking employment

generally depends on whether an immediate job, or public assistance to support

training, or neither, is available ea, the moment.

D. Education

Hmong children, because of the time spent in flight and in the refugee

camps, were nearly as unlikely to have had formal education prior to resettle-

ment in the U.S. as their parents. Of the 400 Southeast Asian students, mostly

Hmong, who enrolled for the first time in all levels of the St. Paul school

system during the school year 1979-80, the majority had never attended schools

of any kind. Almost none of the children under 16 had studied English before

coming to Lhe U.S.
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The Public School Response

Nearly all Hmong children living in the Twin Cities have been enrolled in

the public schools of the respective cities. St. Paul received the first group

of Hmong school children in 1976, with a rapid increase in their number in

1979-80. The impact of Southeast Asian refugees on the St. Paul public schools

is suggested by the following figures. Of 4C,990 students enrolled in the

district in 1971, 0.2% (96) were of Asian or Pacific origin. In 1931, when the

total student enrollment had dropped to 31,665, Asian/Pacific students made up

9.9% of the total, numbering 3,128. Eighty-five to ninety per cent of these

(about 2500) were Hmong. In Minneapolis there were almost no Hmong children

before the fall of 1979. Thereafter the Hmong population increased so rapidly

for a time that the equivalent of one classful of Hmong students was enrolled

per month during parts of 1980. In December, 1982, Minneapolis had 667 Hmong

students (out of a somewhat larger total school population than in St. Paul):

and nearly as many ethnic Lao (538). This was an increase from 240 Hmong ind

228 Lao students in May 1980.

Both school districts responded rapidly to the availability of federal and

state funding for ESL and bilingual programs. Both St. Paul and Minneapolis

have had specific instructional programs for Hmong students under federal and

state bilingual education grants. In 1981 the Minneapoiis schools had 35 ESL

teachers, 33 bilingual teachers (mostly Southeast Asian), and 24 bilingual

aides. Both districts have hired at least a fel, Hmong bilinguals as teachers

and teacher's aides. Minneapolis has experimented with the teaching of Hmong

literacy and the use and development of Hmong language materials. St. Paul haF

experimented with using intensive ESL training in special centers prior to the

assignment of Southeast Asian students to regular schools. Both have used the
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approach of concentrating same-language students in selected schools so that

language-specific instruction could be provided. Both have used ESL classes

which students attend for part of each day. The amount of time depends on each

student's ability to succeed in required subjects taught in mainstream classes.

Self-contained bilingual classrooms, the classic model for bilingual edu,..a-

tion, have not been established, largely because none of the bilingual staff for

the Hmong programs were fully accreJited teachers. Hmong staff have been used,

especially in Minneapolis schools, to teach special sections of some subjects in

Hmong. In general, however, the role of the bilingual staff has been mainly to

tutor Hmong students in the subjects studied in mainstream classes. Since the

1979-80 school year, bilingual staff in designated centers in the Minneapolis

system have provided instruction in math, science, and social science to Hmong

students at the elementary level.

In addition, attention has been paid to Hmong culture, particularly in pro-

viding orientation for teachers, other school staff, and American classmates to

the background and culture of the refugee students in their school. Auditorium

programs and school-wide Hmong New Year programs for example have been used to

inform the American students about the Hmong and to heighten the Hmong students'

sense of self-worth and acceptance. In St. Paul peer-tutoring has been tried as

a means of helping refugee students and increasing contact between refugee and

American students. The program has been a success but has had limited impact

because of lack of development funds and volunteer tutors.

The public A:hools have operated summer programs offering Title I instruc-

tion to students with adequate command of English and ESL for those with lower

English proficiency. Minneapolis LEP students, including Hmong students, have

also been offered the opportunity to attend weekend "Friendship Camps" with
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equal numbe-: of American-born students. They could also participate in a

camping experience at Camp Tamarac during the sum r.

The Minneapolis elementary Title VII program is a K-6 program: it starts

refugee children off with ESL instruction at the kindergarten level. The

district does not have a preschool program as such; there is a day-care center

at Windom School and another at Pratt School for the children of adults in

English programs. These centers provide the only real opportunity for the

schools to provide English language experiences for refugee children prior to

kindergarten, but funding is now threatened because Hennepin County, which had

supported the program, has decided to put most of its funding into job

and food programs. The St. Paul schools previously had a preschool program,

but it was discontinued, along with their interpreter program, when outside

funding was lost.

A supervisor in the Minneapolis LEP program told us that they are now

beginning to see Hmong children who were born in the U.S. enter the first grade

with no English. Some Hmong preschoolers, of course, do learn English from

older siblings and English-speaking friends and come to school with little or

no def:ciency in English.

ESL and Literacy Instruction in the Public Schools

ESL instruction is provided for all students in St. Paul and Minneapolis

public schools who are judged to have limited English proficiency and to be in

need of such instruction. In St. Paul Southeast Asian students were given

intensive ESL instruction in a special center before being placed in mainstream

classes, but as of fall 1982 students with limited English have been dispersed

to all schools.
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Minneapolis ESL instruction is just a part of a curriculum that puts stu-

dents into some mainstream classes from the beginning and that also utilizes

bilingual staff for some teaching and/or tutoring. Nearly all students need ESL

and bilingual instruction when they enter the schools. Entering students not

only have little knowledge of Engl sh, but also have little literacy in their

native language. One Hmong teacher told us that only one Hmong junior high

school student in five is literate in Hmong, and even fewer elementary school

children. Alter (1982) points out that the Minneapolis schools have taken a

rather ambiguous stance with regard to Hmong literacy. They have a large

bilingual Hmong staff who have developed texts in Hmong for teaching social

science subjects, and they teach these subjects to LEP students in Hmong. But

after a brief trial they nave decided not to teach dmong literacy to the stu-

dents. Thus the Hmong language texts can be used by the bilingual teachers but

not by most of the students. St. Paul schools have largely ignored Hmong

literacy.

Progress of Hmong Students

There is evidence that the great majority of Hmong elementary students are

learning English and using it. Young children are able to speak fluently on the

phone, and they frequently speak English at home in talking about school, doing

math problems, etc. The older children speak less fluently than their younger

brothers ard sisters. They may do well in math classes but find it very dif-

ficult to describe their boardwork to the rest of the class.

One parent, asked how his children are doing in school, said "the children

like school and are getting along well. There are no Hmong teachers ot school,

but that is no problem." Another parent, a widow, said, "I don't know (whether
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he is getting a good education), but I think the school teaches him well,

because he tells me how to say things in English. Also I know he is smart. He

does very well in the first grade."

A Hmong high school student reported:

I'm getting along all right, but my problem is that I don't know
enough English to do well in school. I didn't know any English
before I came here. The first year I took ESL along with a special
math class for refugees and an elective - I don't remember what.
I had three hours of ESL every day. The second year, I took some
regular classes, but also an ESL class including reading and writing,
two hours a day. Now (at a new school, his third in three years) I
have math, English 10 and other classes. I think I will graduate in
two more years.

Relations with Other Students

One secondary school teacher told us that harassment by other students is

the biggest problem that Hmong students face at school, and the enmity and

suspicion that exists between them and other groups of students must limit their

opportunities for developing conversational fluency in English, besides whatever

psychological effects it may have.

The Hmong high school students didn't want to say much on this subject, but

it is clearly a matter of concern to them. One said that they didn't say

anything when others teased them or called them names, because their parents had

told them not to. Another, however, said that he and other Hmong students had

gotten together after school one day to attack a boy who had repeatedly annoyed

them.

Interrupted Education: The Problem of Older Youths

Young Hmong men and women who were of high-school age or just beyond when

they arrived in the U.S. have posed a particular challenge for the public

schools. Many of these students not only did not spe ?k English but had little
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or no previous formal education. The policy of the schools has been to admit

them to high school up to the age of 19 or 20 years. Placement has been made

according to age, and, following the general practice of social promotion, Hmong

students have been promoted from grade to grade without regard to academic

accomplishment. In past years, those who reached the age of 20 without

completing the number of credits required for graduation have been terminated

with a certificate of attendance or a meaningless diploma. This problem is

lessened now that few new Hmong refugees are arriving from Thailaod. Those

still in tne schools can generally be expected to meet graduation requirements

before they reach the cut-off age of 20.

In the Minneapolis Public Schools a new system of graduation requirements

has been established under which an increasing number of credits (incluchng ESL

and bilingual education credits) are required for graduation by refugee stu-

dents, so that within four years refugee (LEP) :tudents would be required to

meet all the same credit and course distribution requirements as other students

in order to graduate.

Nevertheless, the policy of placing students by age, despite the generally

accepted social benefits, has the effect of denying educational opportunities to

persons who are still young but who did not have access to education during the

usual "school years" because of war and displacement to refugee camps.

One well-educated Hmong gave this assessment:

The programs f-r refugees in the public schu:Js are pretty well organized.
The children making good progress, particularly those who grew up here
who are in the elementary grades. One problem is that those who came into
hgh school with no English were placed according to their age, which
probably makes them feel good, but which results in their being graduated
without have learned much.

A Hmong public school teacher stated this view more s'xongly:
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It is a mistake to place students by age rather than by level. In Laos a
teen-aged student who hadn't been to school before would be expected to
start at the beginning.

Another said:

I am very concerned about the youth. One problem is that young people
are placed in school by age rather than by level of education. Youth
16 to 20 need a special program like the adult programs to orient them
toward technical training.

The problem of providing Hmong refugees the opportunity of completing a

high school education is complicated by another matter of government policy.

Even though the public schools allow students to remain in high school up to

the age of 20, policies governing public assistance make this impossible for

many Hmong youth. As soon as they reach the age of 18 young men and women are

no longer eligible for AFDC. As a result Hmong young people who may have had

only two or three years of public education prior to age 18 may be forced to

drop out of school, without having either learned English well or completed

a secondary education. They then attempt to find employment, in competition

with American young people who, at the same age, have had access to twelve years

of full-time free public education.

Education or Marriage: The Drop -out Problem

School officials have recently become greatly concerned about another

threat to the secondary education of Hmong youth. This is the fact that a

very large number of Hmong girls are getting married and becoming pregnant

and consequently dropping out of school, often as young as fifteen. Data from

the St. Paul Public Schools indicate that as many as 80% cf Hmong high school

students in that city are married. Estimates of the number of Hmong girls

dropping out of school prior to graduation now run as high as 90%. The schools

provide support programs for pregnant teenagers and for school-age mothers
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designed to keep these girls in school. But only a few of the Hmong girls have

participated in these programs.

Planning for the Future

One American who works closely with Hmong high school youth has found that

many of the teenagers worry about what will happen when they get out of high

school. They worry about where their money will come from, and if one asks what

tney plan to do, they often simply say "look for work." For example, one young

man, when asked about his plans after graduation, said, "I might go to Bible

College or some other college or work. I don't have any ideas about what kind

of work I might do. I want to stay in school if I can, but I would rather work

myself than have my mother (a widow) have to go to work."

Thus, a common problem for the Hmong youth graduating from high school is

they do not know what possibilities exist for them. They do not have the model

of their parents to follow and they do not know the wide range of jobs and

careers that can be pursued in American society, let alone the means to develop

them. Because of this there is a r. ed, in the view of Hmong college students,

for more career counselling for teenagers while they are still in high school,

so they will be able to make informed decisions when they graduate.

Despite the existence of strong Hmong MAAs and at least two organizations

of Hmong college students, it appears that no one (with the possible exception

of the Boy Scouts, who have recently been organizing Hmong and other Southeast

Asian youth) has made any broad and sustained effort to help Twin Cities Hmong

youth succeed in their studies and make realistic plans for higher education

and employment.
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Opportunities for Higher Education

A small number of exceptional Hmong young people have found their way into

institutions of higher education in the Twin Cities. The University of

Minnesota has enrolled Hmong students for several years. At present there are

approximately forty, including just one woman. (A second Hmong female student

left the University in 1982 to get married.) Among these students are some

older persons who never attended American public schools, including one former

elementary school principal who knew very little English when he enrolled.

Others are young people who have gone on to the University after graduating from

local high schools. Those with little education or low English proficiency are

placed in the General College, where they receive English instruction and

tutoring as needed. Other students have been admitted to the University's

Institute of Technology and the College of Liberal Arts. One student graduated

in the spring of 1982 with a degree in political science and is now attending

law school at Hamline University in Saint Paul.

The University's Collep of Education has organized a credentialing curri-

culum in bilingual education and has obtained a training grint to support a

number of Hmong and Lao as well as Vietnamese and Spanish-speaking students

beginning in January 1983. Most students in this program will be people who are

currently teachers and teacher's aides in the public schools. Dr. Yang Dao, a

Hmong schtjar recently arrived from France, has been appointed to fill one of

three part-time bilingual positions in the training program, to work with Hmong

and Lao teacher trainees.

There hay been a Lao Student Association at the University since 1980; its

membership is mostly Hmong. Southeast Asian students at the University are

served by the Asian/Pacific American Learning Resources Center, which employs
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one Hmong student. Other Hmong students, some of whom qualify for the

Work-Study program, have been employed part-time to assist in research activi-

ties of the University's Southeast Asian Refugee Studies Project.

There are a number of small colleges in the Twin Cities that do or may in

the future enroll Hmong students. Bethel College, located in a St. Paul suburb,

has had one Hmong student each year for the past two years. Dr. William

Smalley, a professor at Bethel College, has proposed a Hmong American Higher

Education Coordinating Council in the Twin Cities. The Council would be con-

cerned w,th the development of support services, social support systems, and

what Smalley calls "support courses" in the curriculum in which Hmong and

American students could instruct each other on a reciprocal basis; this scheme

has been tried successfully at Bethel College.

An unknown number of Christian Hmong students are attending area Bible

colleges. The sixteen Hmong families visited for this report included one young

man who is a full-time student in a Bible college and a fifteen-year-old who is

hoping to go to Bible college.

In the spring of 1983 an organization called Honor Mhong Opportunities for

New Goals (H.M.O.N.G.) was formed in Minneapolis by a group of Hmong youth. The

purposes of the organization are a) to provide financial aid to qualified Hmong

students; b) to provide Hmong students with information about financial aid; and

c) to inform the Hmong community regarding educational opportunities. The orga-

nization plans to apply to foundations and other organizations for scholarship

funds to be distributed to Hmong applicants nationwide who demonstrate academic

excellence. Recipients will be asked to contribute a share of income for five

years after graduation. Sixteen men and four women attended a first general

meeting of the organization on May 21, 1983. It remains to be seen whether the
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organization will succeed in attracting the funding it needs for scholarships as

well as tor operating expenses.

E. ESL For Adults

English as a second language (ESL) instruction for adults is often combined

with the teachin9 of math and other skills required for self-sufficiency and,

increasingly, with job training. Thus no clear distinction can be made between

the questions addressed here and those addressed under Job Training.

Background

Both knowledge of English and literacy in any language are very low among

the Hmong refugees, relatively lower than in the case of the Vietnamese and

lowland Lao refugee populations. In a meeting of household heads (all male)

only 7 of 52 (13%) had had instruction in English before coming to the U.S.

In a meeting with fifteen women attending a sewing class in a public

housing project, none cf them reported having had any formal education. Only

one of the fifteen women had studied English prior to coming to the U.S.

The Hmong Community Survey indicates that 74% of Hmong adults over 12 in

the Twin Cities had no education in Laos - 55% percent of the men and 89% of the

women. Twenty-two percent of the men and 6% of the women had from one to three

years of education. Oily 23% of the men and 5% of the women had more than three

years of schooling. One woman out of 448 spent ten or more years in school. In

the same survey, 51% of respondents claimed to be able to read Hmong; 37% said

they could read Lao.

A minority of Hmong, almost exclusively male, came to the U.S. with both a

fair command of English and literate in at least one other language. One leader

estimates the size of this group at 2 to 3 percent of the total local Hmong
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population The older educated Hmong had a fair knowledge of French obtained

in Laotian secondary zhools and seem to have learned English relatively

quickly, even if they knew little English on arrival. Others had received

months of instruction in English from the U.S. military in Thailand during the

war, especially those trained as pilots, air traffic controllers and radio

operators. Most of those lo knew English before coming to the U.S. came during

the early years of resettlement, and thus have had several years to improve

their English in the U.S. It is these people in th, main ,,a have been hired as

bilingual staff in volags, government agencies, and educational pt rams, and as

interpreters in hospitals and other agencies serving refugees.

however, as the above figures also indicate, the great majority of Hmong

adults knew little or no English when they arrived. Only about one person per

family was able to study English Aile in refugee camps. Very few of the Hmong

have come from the camps recently enough to have uenefitted from the current ESL

curriculum now offered for America -bound refugees. Furthermore, since mos.;

adults had little or no formal education they lacked skills that are known t) be

important to successful adult second language learninq: literacy and the

experience of learning languages and other subjects in school.

In the Hmong Community Survey, respondents (usually heads of househo;-1)

were asked to name the problems facing them or their families. "English" was

the problem most often named, by 58% of all respondents - 71% of women

respondents. (The sect -id most oftp' named problem was "no job," mEntioned by

46% (42% cf women).

ESL Programs in the Twin Cities

Four agencies have organized most of the ESL programs that serve adult

Hmong refugees it the Twin Cities. The International Institute of Minnesota, in
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St. Paul, first set Lp ESL classes for Southeast Asian refugees in 1975. The

Institute became the principal prvider of ESL, offering mmerous classes at a

variety of locations in both St. Paul and Minneapolis. Institute staff deve-

loped a job-oriented ESL curriculum specifically for Hmong tudents. Funding

cuts have recently reduced their involvement in instruction for refugees by more

than 50%.

Also in St. Paul, an ESL program was established offering day classes

for adults at the Adult Basic Continuing Education Center.

The Minneapolis Public Schools adult basic education anc ESL program for

refugees, with two centers, is a day program zerving large nunbers of Hmong

adults. Total enrcllment of adult ESL students is now 2,990. This program is

currently facing the loss of funding for its child care operation for adult day

students which has permitted many women to attend classes who )therwise could

not. In addition to their day classes, both St. Paul and Minneapolis continuing

education programs have evening ESL classes in various locations.

The fourth major agency is Lao Family Community, which has offered pre-ESL,

Hmong literacy, and survival skills classes at their downtown Sr.. Paul office

since 1980.

Besides these programs, there are also funded ESL classes for refu-

gees at the St. Paul Tecnnical Vocational Institute in connection with their

Adult Homemaking and Bilingual Vocational Programs, and, at advaiced levels, at

916 Vo-tech in suburban White Bear Lake.

Teaching and tutoring by untrained volunteers, usually memb rs of the

congregation of sponsoring churchc,, has provided a supplement or an alternative

to funded formal ;nstructional programs from the beginning of Hmog resettle-

,nent. During the heaviest influx of Hmong refugees, in 1980, the :e volunteers
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began to assume a more important role, when the funded programs were overwhelmed

by the numbers of potential students and many arrivals were placed on waiting

lists.

When federal and state funds for adult refugee ESL programs were cut,

after 1981, and Hmong adults could no longer be served through funded programs,

it became essential once again to look to volunteer efiorts. The Minnesota

Literacy Council received a grant from the State Refugee Office to establish and

coordinate a statewide network of volunteer ESL teachers. Each volunteer is

required to complete a weekend training course.

An instructional program with a special focus is the previously mentioned

ESL program offered by Lao Family Community at their headquarters in downtown

St. Paul, funded through the State Refugee Office. It is designed to serve the

needs of illiterate adult refugees with little or no knowledge of Englis,

offering instruction at two basic levels: Level 1 (Orientation) and Level 2

(Pre-'SL). The instructors are Hmong bilinguals. Students attend classes 20

hours per week for three months, and then are referred to regular ESL classes

elsewhere. Repetition of the course is not permitted. The curriculum includes

not only introductory ESL, but also Hmong literacy, survival skills and basic

mathematics. The purpose of pre-ESL is to help bring students to the level of

competence generally assumed in other ESL courses. According to the program's

director, it has succeeded with some students but not with others. The program

serves up to 160 people per session.

The adult ESL programs in general recognized very early the necessity of

prodding instruction that was adapted to the level of the students and that

focussed the content of instruction on the immediate communicative needs of the

refugees. In many cases teachers have hed success with modifying teaching
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methods and curricula in the direction of more realistic situational learning

that integrates language learning with activities such as cooking, shopping,

apartment hunting, measuring, etc.

Under mandate from the State refugee office, all programs since 1980 have

developed a new focus on language needed for job hunting and employment rather

than on general survival skills. Another recent policy change has drastically

affected ESL classes that serve the Hmong: the State of Minnesota has imposed a

6-month limit on the 'ength of time that refugees can receive free ESL instruc-

tion through programs supported by their funding.

Extent and Results of ESL Instruction Received by Hmong Adults

Some idea of how much ESL instruction has been provided to Hmong adults

can be obtained from responses given at the household heads meetings. Three of

the questions asked concerned ESL instruction in the United States:

How many of you have studied ESL in the U.S.? 84%

(Note that 13% had studied English prior to co-4ng to the U.S., in Laos or

Thailand.)

If you had ESL classes in the U.S., for hc4 many months?

3 or less 6%
4 to 6 months 47%
7 to 12 months 31% n=45
more than 12 months 16%

How many hours of instruction (in ESL) did you have per day?

(Not asked in one of the three groups of household heads.)

2 hours 69%
4 hours 23% n=26
6 hours 8%

To obtain some indication of current competence in English the following

questions were asked (not asked in one group):
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How much English do you know?- -

How many of you are able to take a bus across trwn alone?
Ho.v many have a uriver's license?
How many are able to fill out a job application?
How many can handle a job interview?
How many feel able to talk to American fellow employees?
How many are able to work in an office, e.g., sell insurance?

29%
46%

23%
29%

17%

11%

n=35

One group of male heads of household were asked .ur self-assessments of English

ability on a four-point scale.

How well do you speak English now?
Not at all 65%
A little 25% n=20
Well 10%

Very well 0%

Among the fifteen women attending a women's meeting, ten (67%) had received

ESL instruction in the U.S. None of these women had a full-time job, and they

mentioned their limited English proficiency as a principal barrier to

employment.

Figure on the next page, breaks down the reported English proficiency

of the 305 heads of household in the Hmong Community Survey according to the

length of time individual respondents had been in the U.S. Note that only after

five or more years it the U.S. do more than fifty percent of respondents claim

to speak English "well" or "very well." Only among those who have been in the

U.S. longer than 18 months do as many as 20% give such a high evaluation of

their English proficiency. Employment by time in the U.S. is shown for the same

population, for comparison.
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The story of one man's experience in trying to learn English may be typical

of many.

The ESL instruction was 'Tod as far as I'm concerned, but learning English
is very hard for me because I never studied before, and I had to learn the
ABC's and that was hard. The teacher would read first, and then we would
follow. Also there was homework; we were supposed to fill in the missing
words in the story, but I couldn't do it. The amount of time was not
enough - two hours a Cay is not enough for people like me. Altogether I
had ESL classes for one year.

On the job now I am not able to speak to the boss. I had to get help to
fill out the application form, and some other people who already worked
(where he works) helped me get the job. I still have trouble using
English on the job. If I have an idea, something I want to say to the
boss, I just don't say it because I don't know how. When the boss wants
to tell me something, he usually shows me, rather than using words. In

the place where I work (one of the few employers willing to hire Hmong
who don't already speak English), there are twenty Hmong in two groups,
but none of them knows English any better than I do.

Hmong Assessment of Adult ESL Programs

The existence of exceptional ESL and vocational programs in St. Paul is

often cited by resettlement workers as one of the factors that influenced the

Hmong to settle in large numbers in the Twin Cities. At the July 1981 Hmong

National Planning Conference, one of the recommendations put forth by a Hmong

man from another state was that every locality be required to have ESL programs

as good as those in St Paul. Professional ESL teAchers have shown both dedica-

tion and ingenuity in their response to the challe of adapting traditional

ESL methods and materials to the needs of illiterate adult refugees. Hundreds

of volurteers have given many thousands of hours of their time to doing what

they can to help the Hmong refugees in their communities to learn English.

In the Hmong Community Survey respondents were asked to indicate their

degree of satisfaction with English ciasses on a 4-point scale. The responses

"satisfied" or "very satisfied" were selected by 74%. Yet when asked to iden-
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tify current problems, 69% said that English was "a big problem" and 27% said it

was "some problem." Thus, the Hmong refugees who recognized their need t learn

English as the chief obstacle facing them when they arrived in this country have

not in general overcome that obstacle. They still see themselves confronting a

language barrier, and they are now far less optimistic than before about over-

coming it.

A resettlement worker who works very closely with the Hmong suomarized the

matter this way:

Hmong say that their problems are no English and no jobs. Adult Hmong
would go to school full time for English if they had the opportunity.
They have a love for learning. There is the attitude that if they can
speak English everything else will work out. They will get a job and many
of their personal problems will be taken care of. They will be able to
make it on their own. As it is now they cannot operate as individuals -
they always need outside help to deal with the world.

One of he men interviewed, the head of a large family, seemed quite discouraged

about learning English:

Life is very difficult for me. Language is the worst problem. iithout
English I cannot get a job. I don't like to live off the government.
I have looked for a job many times. My teacher (3n ESL teacher at a local
church) is helping me. I am taking an English class at the church now.
But I need training to get a job. I really doubt that the Americans will
ever hire me. I would like to go back to Laos.

The frustration the Hmong feel is expressed in part in a wide range of cri-

ticisms of ESL programs and of policies regarding language training.

One of the most common complaints heard, trom family heads in group

meetings and from individuals in their homes, concerned the duration and inten-

sity of ESL courses. Essentially none of the uneducated Hmong who were inter-

viewed felt that they had received sufficient instruction in English to meet

their needs. The only exception were some older people who have given up, who

do not expect ever to be able to hold a job or venture into American society on

their own.
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A common complaint was that two hours of English per day -- the standard

for classes at the International Institute -- was too little, and that breaks

and other interruptions had frequently cut their two hours to an hour and a

half. Four to six hours of instruction per day, at least at the beginning, was

the preferred amount. A Hmong college student gave this assessment of adult

ESL:

The English program is not helping people to learn English. It should be
two years of intensive classes. Maybe 5 hours a day. A lot of people get
only an hour or two a day for a few months. Oeople cannot possibly get
jobs (at the end of their eligibility period) with this much English, when
one considers that most people fru Laos had no education.

Some felt, however, that the amount of ESL instruction per week did not

need to be increased but that ESL instruction should be combined, from the

beginning or from an early point, with job training. A Hmong employed in

resettlement said, "English is still the key to employment. Job-related

materials should be used in ESL classes. And there should be ESL instruction at

the worksite."

There is less agreement on just how much ESL instruction is required to

give the degree of fluency and literacy needed for social and economic self-

sufficiency. But no one who has worked with the Hmong believes that six months of

ESL is adequate to reach this goal. There are instructional programs at Lao

Family Community and at the International Institute that require from three to

six months just to bring students up to the point where most ESL programs begin.

Obviously the quality and intensity of instruction are related factors. The

director of one adult ESL program expressed the belief that a pre-ESL course

such as Lao Family Community now offers is essential for some Hmong students.

There were other criticisms and suggestions from Hmong regarding curri-

cula. It seems to be the case that some ESL programs were slow to shift to a
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to incorporate a focus on job-related English, although most have made the tran-

sition as now required by State policy. One Hmong leader said that people can

go shopping without speaking English but they need English for almost any job.

A Hmong working in job placement had this to say about adult ESL for the Hmong:

You must remember that people 40 to 60 years old had no education in Laos.
These people don't learn enough in we year to be able to hold a job or
even to drive a car. How can ESL be .mproved? For one thing, teach
driving first. Then teach English related to the job, appropriate to the
working environment - simulate the job situation. For the new arrivals,
there should be six months of basic English, followed by a period of job
training accompanied by English.

A suggestion heard from both Americans and Hmong was that it is not enough to

have classes that teach English appropriate to the workplace; rather juo

training and language training should be combines or closely related.

Leaders of Lao Family Community have had the idea, for example,

of training Hmong men in furniture-making and carpentry through on-the-job

training with a component of ESL. A highly regarded model for such a curriculum

Is the training in intensive farming combined with relevant ESl instruction

which is being offered to recruits to the Hiawatha Valley Project (Church World

Service) the Hennepin County Vocational Training Center.

This kind of training appt^ently can be effective when done on a volunteer

basis as well. One seasonally employed household head described how his teacher

at church had in fact given him a job working as a carpenter side-by-side with

the teacher; he was very enthusiastic about how he was learning to speak, read

and write English and do measurements and calculations as they worked.

One particular complaint had to do with the use of assigned textbooks.

Students were asked by their teachers to buy expensive books. Then in Mass

they only used portions of the books or the teachers told the students to study

them at home on their own.
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The most serious charge directed against ESL programs was brought forth

independently by two grol,ps of household heads. They felt that the adult ESL

programs deliberately hire poorly qualified American teachers so that the refu-

gee students will learci slowly and thus the programs will be able to continue

receiving funds. Even if that charge is discounted, the fact remains that the

qualifications of those who teach ESL vary from the professionally trained ESL

specialist to persons with very little knowledge of the English language,

language pedagogy, or the problems and needs of illiterate students. Even the

trained ESL teachers have typically had little or no preparation for the task of

teaching beginning English and literacy to adults who are as linguistically and

culturally different as the typical Hmong student.

One prominent Hmong spokesperson said:

I would like to see some changes in the ESL programs. The way it is now
people start teaching at the second step, instead of the first step.
Many (Hmong) people really do not understand that the letters for "table
signify the object called table. Teachers must begin with very basic
A, B, C, as with children. Win when people have been here a long time
they are not able to make the connection between writing and speaking.
They nod to understand this.

The te, (ling of basic literacy has been a challenge to all ESL programs.

ESL teachers typically have had no training for teaching literacy. Teachers

trained for Adult Basic Education (ABE) were not trained or accustomed to

dealing with students just beginning to speak the language. Many programs are

apparently still struggling with this problem. ABE teachers have received

training in ESL or are working with trained ESL teachers in continuing

education/ABE programs for refugees. At Pratt School in Minneapolis, teachers

start their Hmong students with pre-literacy activities designed to teach con-

cepts of linearity and symbolic association before beginning actual teaching of

writing.
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The instructional program at Lao Family Community is the only one that

starts students with native language lit.eracy taught by native speakers as a

basis for the teaching of written English. (This is an approach used exten-

sively in other countries such as Canada and Sweden.)

In principle the altevnative to teaching literacy in Hmong first would be

to develop at least moderate proficiency in speaking English before trying to

teach students, especially illiterate students, to read and v,rite it. But for

practical reasons teachers have found it necessary to teach students to read

warning signs, to write their name, address, and phone number, etc., very early

in the course of instruction. This Titans that these things are often taught

essentially by rote, without much understanding of the principles of writing.

A particular concern is thl adult non-learner. There are a sizeable

number of Hmong adults who make some initial progress in learning English and

developing literacy and then reach a low plateau from which they sePm unable to

progress. One Hmong working in education said there are two distinct groups of

Hmong learner,: those who make steady progress through a course and then go on

to succeed in further training or to get a job, and a second group who move

through one ESL course after another, never making any progress. The indivi-

duals in this second group are not only older people; they include even persons

in their twenties and thirties. They include those who were farmers in Laos

and others who were primarily soldiers, but certainly not all the members of

either of these groups.

Many different reasons are suggested for the existence of these non-

learners. Many of the Hmong criticize the American teachers and their methods.

They say teachers go too fast, refuse to answer some questions, and assign

homework the students are not prepared to do. One of the adult education
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programs has accepted students that were dropped by another program and has

seen them make slow progress. But ever in the entry-level classes taught at

Lao Fart ly Community there are Hmong adults who do not make noticeable progress.

One explanation offered is that these people have learning disabilities or emo-

tional n-oblems that interfere. Motivation is also suggested as a factor.

These slow students are remarkably reg_ it in attendance; some have finished one ESL

course and then sought out and enrolled in a second or a third. But it is of

course possible that they are enthusiastic about attending classes, meeting

friends, doing what is expected of them, and yet not motivated to learn English

because of a pessimistic or uncertain view of the future or a lack of confidence

in their ability to comprehend, to learn, and Lo cope.

Whatever the reasons it is clear that there are many Hmong adults who have

not learned enough English to be socially self-sufficiert and who make poor

progress toward communicative competence in English even when enrolled in ESL

classes.
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IV. UNIQUENESS OF THE COMMUNITY: SUMMARY

What stands out about Hmong resettlement in the Twin Cities is that the

Hmong are the primary refugee group in the area and have been since 1979. Thus,

the Hmong have received the most attention in the media, in volunteer efforts

and in the design of refugee programs. Most refugee programs have been deve-

loped with the special problems of the Hmong in mind. Project RISE for example,

was organized to serve the unskilled refugees; the organizers of the Univer-

sity's Agricultural Enterprise for New Americans were able to put together the

resources it did because the Hmong are the dominant and most visible refugee

population. In other cities the Hmong might be lumped with the Vietnamese or

other Southeast Asians in the awareness of both the public and the service agen-

cies; in Minnesota there is a tendency now among residents to refer to any Asian

refugee as a Hmong.

The attention the Hmong receive it the Twin Cities continues to make the

area an attractive place for the Hmong to stay even when there is little else to

Keep them here and much drawing them elsewhere.

The Twin Cities Hmong community is la;ge and diverse. There are some

individuals and families there that are doing well in their new lives, have

good jobs and important roles in the community. There Are many students in

college who show ambition and leadership potential and there are students

in the school system who are learning English and becomifig more and more

like American youth. The community is well organized with a strong mutual

assistance association, and other organizations of youths and women working

for the betterment of the Hmong. And there is a great deal of interest on

the part of Americans in helping the Hmong in the Twin Cities; there are

development projects large and small to be found throughout the area.
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Nevertheless, the majority of the Hmong in the (win Cities are not doing

well. Unempl,oyment Snd welfare dependence is high, learning of English is

progressing slowl:r, and there are not many available jobs for unskilled people

like the Hmong. In general the mood in the Twin Cities Hmong community is one

of frustration and depression. Hope for many ,:long is slipping or gone. Many

appear to be resigned to Oeing dependent for the rest of their lives while they

dream of returning to Laos.

A. Ma:: Problems

English Language and Literacy

While some of the Hmong interviewed said that finding jobs was the major

problem facing Hmong refugees in the Twin Cities, many others spoke of inade-

quate :astery of English as the mos. serious and pervasive problem. Not all

jobs require formal education or special training. But it is widely believed,

by the Hmong themselves and others, that tilost Hmong need to know more English

than they do now in order lo successfully compete for jobs or to retain a job

once they lave one, except where bilinguals are available to help with :Am-

munication. For jobs above the minimum wage leve;, which many household heads

require-if they are to support their large families, a i-airL good command of

Englich is needed in order for them to receive the necessary training, to com-

pete for a position successfully, or to communicate as iecded on the job.

Only those Hmong presently under the age of 25 or so, who have been ate

to attend public schools in this coup y, and the few Hmong adults (perhaps

2 to 3 percent) who had substantial education and/or knowledge of English at

the time rf their arrival in the U.S., seem to have an adequate command of

English.
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A tremendous effort has been made in the Twin Cities to provide English as

a second language instruction for the refugees from Southeast Asia, with special

attention to the needs of the Hmong. Although the quality if 4.nstruction in ESL

an literacy may not always have been the best, and could certainly b? improved,

the impression was that the Hmong who had complaints about the ESL in;truction

available to them were most concerned about the duration rather than the quality

of instruction. they felt that both the duration and the intensity of ESL

classes for Hmong refugees should be increased, whereas in fact the length of

time during which a Hmong adult is eligible for subsidized ESL instruction has

been reduced over time. Several Hmong felt that Enrlish instruction siould be

combined with job training or employment, either from the beginning or from an

early point in the course of instruction, so that both English and job skills

could be developed simultaneously :nd in association with one another.

ilinimum Wage Jobs and Medical Benefits

A second major problem is that the low-paid jobs for which Hmona are most

likely to qualify - janitorial, house-keeping, assembly, etc. - do not provide

sufficient income to meet the needs c' the typical large Hmong family. In many

cases there is at most one person in a household who meets even minimum

qualifications for employment, and child-care responsibilities may keep the

woman of the house out of the labor force.

Qu'ce often a family is already receiving more through cash assistance

programs than can be earned if the household head takes 1 job. Taking a job

means not only the loss of this cash assistance but also the lotc of medi:al

cost ; :.-!ction (few minimum wage jobs provide health insurance) and often an

'nL,.ease in housing costs (if the family lives in public housing) anu transpor-

tation costs.
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The Need for G.idance and Information

There are a number of problems that fall under the general heading of ina-

dequate planning for the successful adjustment of individual families. Family

heads often have too little knowledge of American life and the possibilities for

education, employment, business ventures, etc., to make realistic plans for

themselves. The advice they receive from various individuals or agencies is

often short-term and may also be unrealistic. As secondary migrants to the Tivin

Cities, a large percentage of the Hmong population has no ties to local sponsors

or sponsoring agencies. Individuals move from one ESL program or training

program or employment service to another without reference to any overall

employment or adjustment plan. The Hmong in general are pretty much "at sea,"

with too little understanding of what they can and cannot do and how to do what

they can to get ahead. This is as true for young people of hign school age as

it is for the older adults.

Women heads of household, inless they have grown sons, face particular dif-

ficulties because they tend not. even to have the support of the MAA organiza-

tions (including women's support gro.4s). A young widowed head of household,

for example. when asked if she ever went to Lao Family Community for information

or English classes, responded that only women husbands were members of LFC.

Distrust of americans

A tone of general distrust of Americans was expressed by many of the Hmong

we Interviewed. The feeling was summed up by one man who commented that the

hinong worry that the Americans are only trying to help them because there is

federal money around to pay tileir salaries. This charge was also made against

ESL programs specifically.
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One Hmong commented that Americans were purposely trying to put the

Hmong into low-income jobs so they would never get ahead. Training programs

are seldom paid fLr by the government, he said, and when they are, only

for the lower paying jobs such as housekeeping and kitchen work.

The other source of distrust is a growing sense of broken promises. Hmong

men are quick to point out that they fought for the CIA and the CIA promised

they would take care of the Hmong forever. "Otherwise," one man commented, "why

should we fight for them?" The' see the broken promise, continuing today with

the cuts in the refugee program Cuts in cash assistance and service programs

have worried many Hmong.

B. Impediments to Solving Problems

Obviously the present economic climate of the United States makes it more

difficult for the Hmong to achieve self-sufficiency. With unemployment above

seven per 'ent in the state of Minnesota at the end of 1902, even American citi-

zens with work experience and job skills were finding themselves dependent on

public assistance. Competition for entry-level jobs has increased, at the same

time that funds for education and social programs of all kinjs have undergone

drastic cuts. In these circumstances only extraordinary efforts are likely to

succeed in obtaining for the Hmong jobs that pay a living wage.

The progress of Hmong resettlement in the Twin Cities received a serious

set-back as a result of the decision to reduce RCA eligibility from 36 to 18

months. Although the cnange did force some Hmong to seek and find employment

sooner than they would have otherwise, available evidence indicates that most

Hmong have not received sufficient English instruction or training to be self-

sufficient in th- U.S. in so short a time.
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Similarly, the State policy of restricting funded ESL instruction to six

months ignores the obvious needs of _le many Hmong adults who on arrival in this

country lack education, literacy and knowledge of English. The Hmong without

previous education or literacy in their own language have more to learn to

attain even a basic level of English proficiency.

The present welfare system as it exists in Minnesota provides a disincen-

tive for Hmong adults to seek employment. This is because all government

assistance including protection from health care costs is lost as soon as a per-

son accepts a job, even though the job often provides, by itself, less income

and no medical coverage. Similarly, Hmong who take a job and subser"ently lose

it are often penalized for taking it by permanent loss of their eligibility for

AFDC benefits.

Not all of the impediments to resettlement are related to economic con-

ditons and the reductions in government assistance, of course.

Factionalism within the Hmong community, to the extent that it exists, is

an impediment to successful resettlement. And many of the problems already

described -- the lack of previous education, the customary early marriage

and large families, and the inclination of the Hmong not to be aggressive in

seeking jobs, in securing thei, rights as tenants, or in responding to insults

and verbal and physical attacks by Americans -- may also be thought of as impe-

diments to successful social and economic adaptation.
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V. THE FUTURE OF THE HMONG IN THE TWIN CITIES

A Sense of the Future

In our conversations with the Hmong we often asked whether they thought

the Hmong way of living and the Hmong language should be kept in succeeding

generations.

Answers ranged from yes, forever, to well, it 01: change, our children

will become more like Americans. There WAS a greater stress placed on keeping

Hmong language than on keeping traditional ways of living.

When we asked about plans for the future, very few people had a well-

developed sense of how they would like to live in the future. Some simply dream

about going back to Laos, others worry about more welfare cuts, but few have an

idea of how their life might proceed here.

It might be that for the Hmong, coming from a traditional society where

life changes very slowly from one generation to the next and whera the primary

goal is to maintain society in the way it has always been, it is hard to concep-

tualize a future full of changes 'or the Hmong. Aspiring to a new life and

planning for new adjustments is a novel proolem for many Hmong. It is difficult

to conceive of life five years or ten years from now when the possibilities are

unknown.

One man cemented that, though he woulc like his children to continue to

live in the Hmony way, he will die and he will have no control over the

situation.

Hmong Goals

The goal exor*ssed by most Hmong of working age in the Twin Cities was an

immediate one: to have a job that will provide an adequate and reliable source
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of income to support their tamilies. Because they feel uncertain about the

possibility of obtaining a job, or a job that provides sufficient income, with

their present level of English and, for some, th'ir present skills, most would

welcome additional opportunities to obtain English language instruction and job

training. Many feel that additional monetary assistance while obtaining the

necessary training is needed if they are to succeed in their goal of becoming

"goon," productive, and self-reliant citizens. Despite problems of discrimina-

tion, poor ti,.!alth, crowded housing, and an unfamiliar and hostile climate, not

to mention the great personal tosses they have suffered in the course of war and

exile from their homeland, the only important concern of these people - and it

is of great concern to them - is to hav the possibility of working and earning

enough to meet their basic needs for food, clothing, shelter, necessary

transportation, ,Ad medical care.

There are some individuals who do not snare this majority view of things.

Many of the elderly, women who are heads of household, and some others have lost

hope concerning their ability to succeed on their own. They are willing to

depend on their offspring or other relatives, if they have any or on the

welfare system or both for support. more than the others, they are unable to

see a future for themselves in this place; they long in vain for a oeturn to a

different land and a different time.

The younger pcoDle were the only ones whose expressed hopes were set higher

than immediate self-sufficiency. Those who had made it to college plan co pre-

pare themselves - in law or business managnmert ?,- Bible studies - to fill

leaaership positions in which they can be of service to their people. High

schocl boys who do not aspire to Nigher educLtion are nevertheless _oncerned

that the needs of their families might o-event them from obtaining the traininn
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they want. Their concerns are aggravated by the government policy of cutting

off cash benefits for them at the age of 18 e"en i.f they haven't rec,!iveo a high

school diploma. The majority of Hmong high school girls have apparently chosen

or been forced by traditional expectations to pi their hopes for the future on

marriage and a secure role of child-bearing and child-rearing. The goals of the

more educated and acculturated members of the Hmong community, who for the most

part already have adequate incomes, seem to be centered around the possibilities

of business ventures owned aid controlled by Hmong which can provide employment

for other Hmong. Their ideas for Hmong businesses include agricultural

enterprises at this point but certainly not to the exclusion of other r.ppor-

tunities.

Secondary Migration

Will the Hmong, who have flocked to St. Paul and Minneapolis in such large

numbers, remain in the Twin Cities? An answer is suggested by the statement of

more than one of the Hmong men that they would be willing to go anywhere for a

good job. The Hmong have no ties in Minnesota except to the relatives and

friends who are here. What :.rought them here, apart from the reuniting of fami-

lies, was the promise of kind treatment and good educational opportunities.

What will take them elsewhere now is loss of government support, failu-e to find

employment, and a job offer or the greater possibility of supporting themselves

somewhere else. The possibility of farming, the security provided by a family

garden, and a liberal welfare program to fall back on in case things don't work

out are all part of the attraction that the Central Valley of California has

already exerted on some.
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The Possibility of Repatriation

Several Hmong commented that one reason life was better back in Laos was

because there was more freedom there. In Laos, before the war and the com-

munist victory, there was a different kind of freedom: a freedom to live

iowever one liked witnout government intervEntion. Hmong complain there are

too many rules and regulations here. One is always dependent on Ameone else

to stay alive, and it is hard to continue life in the Hmong way. In Laos

people were assured of a source of livelihood, they had control over their

destinies, and government was far away. People could live the Hmong way

without intervention. They could grow food, build a house or move almost

anywhere they liked. In the U.S. there are severe restrictions on their way 04

life.

Because of the restrictions, and the immersion in a completely alien

society, most Hmong adults do not feel comfortable here. This is shown in

responses obtained in the Hmong Community Survey (Table VIII). Most Hmong would

return to Laos if ever the opportunity presented itself. In the HCS, 83%

reported that they would like to go back to Laos.
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TABLE VIII

INTEREST IN RETURNING TO LAOS

Is life better in the U.S. than Laos?

yes 28%

no 65%

no answer 7%

Would you do back to Laos?

yes 86%

no 7%

undecided 3%

no answer 4%

Do you think you will spend *he rest of your life in the U.S.?

yes 10%

no 18%

undecided 69%

no answer 3%

There is a time factor involved in the growing disillusionment with life in

the United States. One man, who arrived in 1976, said that when he first
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arrived he was very excited about being in the United States. He felt this was

where he could build a new life and forget about Laos. He had this attitude for

about a year, but then he slow'y became disillusioned. This man has done well

materially, he speaks English and has a good job, but the longer he lives here

the more uncomfortable he feels. Now he feels, he said, as if he is in jail.

Feelings about returning to Laos range from a desire to stay here so as

to provide better opportunities for the children to an intense desire to go back

and fight. Some men have expressed outright the willingness to follow Hmong

military leaders back to Laos and fight to retake the country from the

Communists. Others comment they never planned to stay in the United States per-

manently; rather they came to get away from the war for a while and get some

training, then return to Laos when the situation stabilizes. The majority who

would like to go back would only return if the Communists left and there was no

more war. Most Hmong a: tired of war.

Although the Hmong General Vang Pao has continued to talk about a possible

return to Laos, he emphasizes the fact tt.tt the welfare of the Hmong in the

United States takes priority at the present time (interview with Vang Pao in St.

Paul, December, 1982). In a speech given in Hmong to the Hmong in the -rwin

Cities in 1981, General Vang Pao admonished them to take any job that is

offered, to be assertive in seeking jobs, to establish businesses to serve their

own corm unity, and to work toward becoming American citizens.

It remains an open question whether the strong desire to return to their

homeland, expressed as an active hope by some, will negatively affect the adap-

tation of the Hmong to life in the United States, or whether it will be overcome

by a commitment to make a new life for themselves, and especially their

children, in this country.
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APPENDIX

DIRECTORY OF KEFUGEE RESETTLEMENT PROJECTS IN THE TWIN CITIES

Prepared by Mary Jane Lipinsky for Partners of the Americas, Fellowships
in International Development, University of Minnesota Agricultural
Extension Service, May 1983.

Name and address Contact
Person

Telephone Related material
number in packet?

American Refugee Committee
2110 Nicollet Avenue S.
Minneapolis, MN 55404

Description; formed in 1979 to assist in the resettlement of refugees

from Southeast Asia;responsible for sending more than 250 rrodica1

volunteers to Asian refugee camps.

Stan Breen

(Area 612)

872-7060 Yes

Association for the Advancement My Yang 871-0525 No

of Hmong Women in Minnesota President
Messiah Lutheran Community Center Mai Vue
2504 Colombus Avenue South Coordinator
Minneapolis, MN 55404

Description: incorporated as a non-profit organization in 1981;
conduct English and homemaker classes for Hmong women and promote
Hmong textile arts.

Catholic Charities
215 Old Sixth St.
St. Paul, MN 55102

Vu Thao 222-3001 No

Case Manager
Geu Vu
Employment
Specialist

Description: offer resettlement, employment, education services; admin-

ister Project R.I.S.E.

Center for Asian and Pacific
Islanders

Pillsbury House
3501 Chicago Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55407

Patria Nguyen 823-7223 No

Director
Manh Her
Employment Counselor

Description: --)rk with community assocations of Lao, Cambodian,

Vietnamese, _Ind Hmong ethnic groups; have an employment program
and food shelf program.
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Community-University Health

Care Center
2016 16th Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55404

-2-

Ann Brown 376-4774
Yes

Coordinator,
Southeast Asian

Project

Description: provides comprehensive family health care (medical,

dental, nutritional, mental health); houses the Southeast Asian

Psychiatric Assessment Clinic funded by Hennepin County.

East Metro Refugee Health Kathleen A. Johnson 297-3845 No

Project
Project Director

Refugee Resource Center
1821 University Avenue
Room 340 South
St. Paul, MN 55104

Description: established to train Indochinese to be health interpreters

through special training at St. Paul TVI. 12 interpreters employed

throughout the state; develop educational materials.

Family Living in America
St. Paul TVI
235 Marshall Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55102

Patricia Hatteberg 221-1379

Coordinator Early 221-1354

Childhood Family
Education and
Adult Homemaking

Yes

Description: an adult homemaking and early childhood edncation

program offered through St. Paul Public Schools and St. Paul TVI

in public housing projects with large numbers of Hmong residents;

St. Paul part of the Refugee Homemaker Project.

Grass Roots
Linda '<laver 332-1917

2240 WerA Wayzata Blvd. Staff person for

Maple Plain, MN 55331 Irene Whitney

Description: lawn and garden care training prcgram with goal of

establishing a small business; project started June ?, 1983.

No

Growing Free Gardens Linda Ylaver 332-1917 No

7030 Pioneer Creek Rd. Staff person for

Maple Plair, MN 55391 Irene Whitney

Description: project for 3 families on a 10 acre site for growing

and direct marketing of specialty crops with the goal of develop-

ing a "pick your own" business and, eventually, a livestock

operation; emphasis on education and training, including educational

experiences in resettlement (checking and savings cco,lts, food

preparation, housekeeping).
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Hiawatha Valley Farm Cooperative
Ross Graves (507) 433-8332 Yes

400 B. South Main
Director of

Austin, MN 55912
Sponsorship and

and Refugee Pro-

grams for Church

World Service

Description:
project in which refugees will be trained and eventually

own, operate and manage a diversified agricultural business: poultry,

hogs, dairy, beef and specialty crops;
sponsored by the Sponsorship

and Refugee Program/Church World Serice in cooperation
with the

Minnesota Council of Churches.

Hmong Community Art Project Joce McConnel 698-1856

Junior League of St. Paul
Vicki Sahota 439-9662

432 Summit
Co-chairpersons

St. Paul, MN 55102

Description: non-profit, voluntary organization
carrying out a

project to create awareness and market Hmong artwork in the

seven county metropolitan area; three year project is in its

third year.

Yes

Hmong Enterprise Project
Gaoly Yang 224-4927

Yes

381 Michigan
Project Director

St. Paul, MN 55102

Description:
project of Lao Family Community to adapt Hmong designs

and techniques into clothing, novelties, and interior design products.

Hmong Folk Art, Inc.
Lucy Hart! ell 374-5600

Yes

2411 Hennepin
Gloria Congdon

Minneapolis, MN 55403 Coordinators

Description: retail outlet for Hmong needlework run by volunteers and

Hmong interns; needlework marketed as art.

Hmong Handwork
Corrine Pearson 690-0747

Yes

1658 Grand Avenue Coordinator

St. Paul, MN 55101

Description: retail outlet for Hmong needlework run by volunteers and

Hmong intern, to provide income for Hmong artists.

Internationpl Institute of

Minnesota
1694 Como Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55108

Redeemer Lutheran Church

1802 Glenwood Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55405

Sylvia Lambert
647-0191

Yes

Administrative
Assistant, ESL
Department

Mary Eng:tar 374-9512

ESL Program Coor-
dinator for Minn-

eapolis

Description: classes in English as a second language, citizenship, employment

skills, volunteer tutoring program. 97



Lao Family Community Dang Her 221-9014 Yes

475 Cedar Street
St. Paul, MN 55101

Description: private, non-profit, refugee-directed, refugee-staffed
organization established to promote welfare of Indo-Chinese refugees
through educational (ESL, English and Hmong literacy, basic math,

and basic skills classes, and employment programs and other social

services.

Limited English Proficiency
(LEP) Program

Minneapolis Public Schools
Wilder School
810 E. 34th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55407

Wendy Weimer 348-8170
LEP Coordinator

Yes

Description: students learn English as a second language and receive
bilingual instruction in the content areas of math, science and

social studies.

Literacy 85 Kevin O'Neil
1080 University Avenue Outreach
St. Paul, MN 55107 Specialist

644-9978 No

Description: privately funded project to promote and coordinate networkin(

among adult basic education providers in Ramsey, Washington and
Dakota counties, completed an ESL employment survey.

Lutheran Social Service Ellen Erickson 871-0221
2414 Park Avenue South '4Di-rector of Refu-
Minneapolis, MN 55404 gee Resettlement

Program

Description: offer resettlement, employment, health and immigration
services; Unaccompanied Minors program (Ask for Joan Rednick for

Minors Program information).

Metro East Consortium Ben Bryant
St. Paul Adult Basic/Continu- Director
ing Education Center

Gordon School
1619 Dayton Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55104

Bella Hanson
Lead teacher/
Coordinator, ESL
Program

293-7755

646-7456

No

Mounds View School District Betty Waldhauer 784-9600
Edgewood Community Center Counselor
New Brighton, MN 55112

Description: classes in English as a second language, basic skills,

homemahing, high school equivalency.
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Minneapolis Adult Basic and
Community Education

Pratt School
66 Malcolm Avenue S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55414

Windom School
5821 Wentworth Ave. So.
Minneapolis, MN 55419

Edison High SchooA.
700 22nd Avenue NE, A 111
Minneapolis, MN 55-t18

South High School
3131 17th Avenue So.
Minneapolis, MN 55407

Ron Handley
Director

Diane Pecoraro
Lead Teacher

George Ploetz
Teacher/Coord-
inator

Cato McKinney
Counselor

Art Herrera
Lead teacher

B61-4118 Yes

378-2484

861-4118

789-8826

729-8341

Description: offers classes in English as a second language from

pre-literate to advanced levels; some short term training courses.

Minnesota Agricultural Warren Sifferath 463-3302 Yes

Enterprise for New Americans Project Director
Fair ;,rounds Xang Vang
4100-200 St. W. Marketing Intern
Farmington, MN 55024

Descriptior: an agricultural-marketing project in its first year designed

to create year around economic self-sufficiency for 70 or more Hmong

families by 1987.

Minnesota Department of
Education
Limited English Proficient
Education Unit (LEP)
Capitol Square Bldg.
550 Cedar Street
St. Paul, MN 55101

Jesse Montafio 296-1060 No

Supervisor

Description: provides technical assistance to school districts

with limited English proficient students.

Minnesota Literacy Council, Inc. Kathryn Poethig 636-3499 Yes

1524 West County Road C-2
Roseville, MN 55113

Description: volunteer, non-profit organizption which coordinates

the recruitment and training of volunteer:, to meet the English

needs of adult refugees and the literacy needs of adult non-readers.
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Notre Dame ESL Sister Rosemary 221-7805

.St. Paul Companies Schuneman
385 Washington Street Head teacher

St. Paul, MN 55102

Yes

Description: English as a second language and job related classes for

low and intermediate levels.

Program for Limited English Joyce Biagini . 222-2563 Yes

Proficiency Students Administrative
360 Colborne Consultant

293-7821

St. Paul Public Schools
St. Paul, MN 55102

Description: English as a second language and cutumal orientation are

provided on the eiement;:y and secondary levels.

Programs at the University
of Minnesota
Asian Pacific Learning Nobuya suchida 373-7917 Yes

Resource Center 373-7954

306 Walter Library
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455

Description: an Asian/Pacific Learning Resource Center, United

Laotian Student Association, a General College Personalized Education

Program IV (PEP IV) which includes courses in Asian-American content

areas and a Commanding English program.

Project Regina Sister Marie Lee 827-2677 No

Regina High School Director
4225 3rd Avenue So.
Minneapolis, MN 55409

Description: job training program to teach sewing and house-cleaning

skills and occupational English.

Project R.I.S.E.
(Refugees in Search of
Employment)

1821 University Avenue, Rm.
St. Paul, MN 55104

Charles E. Boutell 644-9986
Project Director
Fue Yang

55 Employer Relations
Representative (ERR)

Yes

Description: non profit agency, one of a consortium of agencies in the

Minneapolis-St. Paul area which provides employment services to

refugees and employers:administered by Catholic Charities.

Project SHARE
400 B South Main
Austin, MN 55912

Ross Graves
Director of
Sponsorship and
Refugee Programs
for Church World

(507) 433-8332 Yes

Description: Project Seeking Help to Achieve Refugee Employment is

an orientation, training and employment program for the combined

refugee community.
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Refugee Homemaker Project Laurie Janssen 370-9435 Yes

Minneapolis Technical Institute Coordinator
1415 Hennepin Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55403

Description: a joint effort with Rochester, St. Paul and Minneapolis,
started December 1982; tailor classes to the needs of the Hmong
community; classes have an orientation to employment and career
planning and are held in community centers, housing projects,
and in settings with ESL programs.

S.E. Asian Refugee Studies Bruce Downing 373-5350 Yes

Project Coordinator
124 Klaeber Court Douglas Olney 376-3486
University of Minnesota Project Assistant
320 16th Avenue S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55455

Description: encourages, coordinates and supports -esearch related to

the people from Southeast Asia; maintains a Hmong research collection;
currently undertaking a sociolinguistic study of the Hmong in the
Twin Cities and a portion of a national Hmong Resettlement Study.

Southeast Asian Ministry
105 W. University
St. Paul, MN 55103

Rev. William 293-1261 Yes

Gebhard
Director
Lorraine Ordemann
Assistant to the
Director

Description: provide Christian ministry for Southeast Asians and

serve as a resource to congregations with Southeast Asians; have a
Wednesday sewing, English and family program.

State Refugee Programs Office Jane Kretzmann 296-8381 No

State Dept. of Public Welfare State Refugee Re-
Space Center Bldg., 2nd Floor settlement Coordinator
444 Lafayette Rd.
St. Paul, MN 55101

Description: coordinates efforts in the public and private sectors
delivering services to refugees; responsible for assessing needs,
implemniting federal regulatory and reporting requirements and
funding comprehensive education, employment, health services.

The Women's Association of Gaoly Yarg 224-4927 No
Hmong and Lao President 776-7576
1528 McCaffee
St. Paul, MN 55106

Description: incorporated as a non-profit orga. zation in 1981;
purpose is to promote the common interests of Hmong and Lao women,
provide a place to discuss problems and interests, provide support
and mutual assistance among Lao, Hmong and U.S. American women.
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Technical/Vocational Institutes

St. Paul TVI Francisco Trejo 221-1330

235 Marshall Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55102

916 AVTI Nadia Reda 770-2020

3300 Century Avenue
White Bear Lake, MN 55110

Hennepin Technical Centers Dick Teachout 920-41..2

6300 Walker St.
St. Louis Park, MN 55416

Dakota County AVTI
1300 145th Street
Rosemount, MN 55068

Description: offer English as a second language, pre -Vocational

classes; special short term classes to meet needs of the Hmong

community.

Sharon Wasburn-Dreyer 423-8353

World Wide Folk Art
Cooperative
400 B South Main
Austin, MN 55912

Ross Graves
Director of
Sponsorship and
Refugee Programs
for Church World
Service

Shops: World Wide Folk Art Coop., Inc
115 N.E. Fourth Avenue
Austin, MN 5591-

World Wide Folk Art Coop., Inc
760 Grand Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55105

Description: owned and operated by the refugee community; project has

three thrusts: alteration (sewing classes have an ESL component and

are located at Dayton Avenue Presbyterian Church in St. Paul and at

Peace Reformed Church in Eagen), fashion design and arts and crafts
merchandizing; involves the combined refugee comrnu. y.

No

(507) 433-8332 Yes

227-9165

Addit4.,mal People

Diane Ahrens 298-4145
Room 316, Courthouse
St. Paul, MN 55102

(Ramsey County Commissioner; active in resettlement work; involved
in Hmong Enterprise Project and Minnesota Agricultural Enterprise
for New Americans)

Sarah Mason 433-3994
14189 Ostlund Trail N.
Marine on St. Croix, MN 55047

(e an historian, grew up in China; wrote Asian sections in They
Chose Minnesota; part of the team doing the Hmong Resettlement Study

f-)i. the Office of Refugee Resettlement.)
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